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u  Precision tt x-sections at hadron colliders: what can we learn about SM and bSM? 
 
u  Resolving the AFB puzzle. 

u  Top quark mass 

u  Outlook 

Content of the talk 



ü  Independent F/R scales variation 

ü  Good overlap of various orders (LO, NLO, NNLO). 
 
ü  Suggests the (restricted) independent scale variation is a good estimate of missing  
    higher order terms! 

Good perturbative convergence 

Scale variation @ Tevatron Scale variation @ LHC 

This is very important: good control over the perturbative corrections justifies 
less-conservative overall error estimate, i.e. more predictive theory.  

For more detailed comparison, including soft-gluon resummation, see arXiv 1305.3892 
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LHC: general features at NNLO+NNLL 

ü  We have reached a point of saturation: uncertainties due to  

ü  scales (i.e. missing yet-higher order corrections)  ~ 3% 
ü  pdf (at 68%cl)                          ~ 2-3% 
ü  alphaS (parametric)                                    ~ 1.5% 
ü  mtop (parametric)                                              ~ 3% 

 
 à All are of similar size! 
 
 
 
 
ü  Soft gluon resummation makes a difference: scale uncertainty 5% à 3% 

ü  The total uncertainty tends to decrease when increasing the LHC energy 
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Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov  ‘13 

Czakon, Mangano, Mitov, Rojo  ‘13 
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14 The ATLAS Collaboration: Measurement of the tt̄ production cross-section using eµ events with b-tagged jets
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Fig. 6. Measurements of the tt̄ cross-section at
p
s = 7TeV

and
p
s = 8TeV from this analysis (eµ b-tag) together with

previous ATLAS results at
p
s = 7TeV using the ee, µµ and

eµ channels [51] and using a fit to jet multiplicities and miss-
ing transverse momentum in the eµ channel [52]. The uncer-
tainties in

p
s due to the LHC beam energy uncertainty are

displayed as horizontal error bars, and the vertical error bars
do not include the corresponding cross-section uncertainties.
The three

p
s = 7TeV measurements are displaced horizon-

tally slightly for clarity. The NNLO+NNLL prediction [2,3]
described in Sect. 2 is also shown as a function of

p
s, for fixed

mt = 172.5 GeV and with the uncertainties from PDFs, ↵
s

and QCD scale choices indicated by the green band.

A
eµ

represents the fraction of tt̄ events which have a true
opposite-sign eµ pair from t ! W ! ` decays (includ-
ing via W ! ⌧ ! `), each with pT > 25GeV and within
|⌘| < 2.5, and G

eµ

represents the reconstruction e�ciency,
i.e. the probability that the two leptons are reconstructed
and pass all the identification and isolation requirements.
A fiducial cross-section �fid

tt̄

can then be defined as �fid
tt̄

=
A

eµ

�
tt̄

, and measured by replacing �
tt̄

✏
eµ

with �fid
tt̄

G
eµ

in
Eq. (1), leaving the background terms unchanged. Mea-
surement of the fiducial cross-section avoids the system-
atic uncertainties associated with A

eµ

, i.e. the extrapo-
lation from the measured lepton phase space to the full
phase space populated by inclusive tt̄ production. In this
analysis, these come mainly from knowledge of the PDFs
and the QCD scale uncertainties. Since the analysis tech-
nique naturally corrects for the fraction of jets which are
outside the kinematic acceptance through the fitted value
of ✏

b

, no restrictions on jet kinematics are imposed in the
definition of �fid

tt̄

. In calculating A
eµ

and G
eµ

from the
various tt̄ simulation samples, the lepton four-momenta
were taken after final-state radiation, and including the
four-momenta of any photons within a cone of size �R =
0.1 around the lepton direction, excluding photons from
hadron decays or produced in interactions with detector
material. The values of A

eµ

are about 1.4% (including
the tt̄ ! eµ⌫⌫bb̄ branching ratio), and those of G

eµ

about
55%, at both centre-of-mass energies.

The measured fiducial cross-sections at
p
s = 7TeV

and
p
s = 8TeV, for leptons with pT > 25GeV and |⌘| <

2.5, are shown in the first row of Table 5. The relative un-

certainties are shown in the lower part of Table 3; the PDF
uncertainties are substantially reduced compared to the
inclusive cross-section measurement, and the QCD scale
uncertainties are reduced to a negligible level. The tt̄ mod-
elling uncertainties, evaluated from the di↵erence between
Powheg+Pythia and MC@NLO+Herwig samples in-
crease slightly, though the di↵erences are not significant
given the sizes of the simulated samples. Overall, the anal-
ysis systematics on the fiducial cross-sections are 6–11%
smaller than those on the inclusive cross-section measure-
ments.

Simulation studies predict that 11.9±0.1% of tt̄ events
in the fiducial region have at least one lepton produced via
W ! ⌧ ! ` decay. The second row in Table 5 shows the
fiducial cross-section measurements scaled down to remove
this contribution. The third and fourth rows show the
measurements scaled to a di↵erent lepton fiducial accep-
tance of pT > 30GeV and |⌘| < 2.4, a common phase space
accessible to both the ATLAS and CMS experiments.

7.2 Top quark mass determination

The strong dependence of the theoretical prediction for �
tt̄

on m
t

o↵ers the possibility of interpreting measurements
of �

tt̄

as measurements of m
t

. The theoretical calculations
use the pole mass mpole

t

, corresponding to the definition
of the mass of a free particle, whereas the top quark mass
measured through direct reconstruction of the top decay
products [55] may di↵er from the pole mass by O(1GeV)
[56]. It is therefore interesting to compare the values of
m

t

determined from the two approaches, as explored pre-
viously by the D0 [57] and CMS [58] collaborations.

The dependence of the cross-section predictions (calcu-
lated as described in Sect. 2) on mpole

t

is shown in Fig. 7 at
both

p
s = 7TeV and

p
s = 8TeV. The calculations were

fitted to the parameterisation proposed in Ref. [2], namely:

�theo
tt̄

(mpole
t

) = �(mref
t

)

 
mref

t

mpole
t

!4

(1 + a1x+ a2x
2) (2)

where the parameterisation constant mref
t

= 172.5GeV,
x = (mpole

t

�mref
t

)/mref
t

, and �(mref
t

), a1 and a2 are free
parameters. This function was used to parameterise the
dependence of �

tt̄

on m
t

separately for each of the NNLO
PDF sets CT10, MSTW and NNPDF2.3, together with
their uncertainty envelopes.

Figure 7 also shows the small dependence of the exper-
imental measurement of �

tt̄

on the assumed value of m
t

,
arising from variations in the acceptance and Wt single
top background, as discussed in Sect. 6. This dependence
was also parameterised using Eq. (2), giving a derivative
of d�

tt̄

/dm
t

= �0.28± 0.03%/GeV at 172.5GeV for both
centre-of-mass energies, where the uncertainty is due to
the limited size of the simulated samples. Here, m

t

repre-
sents the top quark mass used in the Monte Carlo genera-
tors, corresponding to that measured in direct reconstruc-
tion, rather than the pole mass. However, since this exper-
imental dependence is small, di↵erences between the two

ATLAS 1406.5375v2 

ü  The cross-section agrees well: 

ü  But the 8TeV/7TeV ratio not so much: An interesting observable also for top pairs and jets ?
[ANDERSEN, MAÎTRE, SMILLIE, WINTER; LES HOUCHES 2011 PROCEEDINGS]
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Jan Winter Cannes, September 27, 2014 – p.11

Workshop on top diff distributions                                                          Alexander Mitov                                                                   Cannes, 26 Sep 2014 

!  EW corrections: are they readily available and easy to include in th/exp analyses? 

•  Computed - yes, available  - not really, in a useful way – no. 
•  Can be redone nowadays, perhaps the only question is how to do that so it is useful to  

           combine with QCD and use in analyses. Feedback welcome. 

!  Ratios 7,8 and 13,14: specific ideas for what to compute and measure. With motivation please… 

•  Talk by J. Rojo: while x-section agree well (th/exp)  
     but the 8TeV/7TeV ratio is not that good. 

            Is the ratio (and its errors) taken correctly? 
            (Recall M. Czakon’s talk today). 
 
!  The role of top decay: when it matters (much)? 

•  By now we know well that in the bulk of distributions NWA is good. Tails and other special  
           kinemics regions need special attention (all NLO talks).  
           Multi-particle correlations can be affected, too. 

•  S. Prestel told us that when resonances are  
    decaying beyond NWA, showers can be tricky. 

 
•  J. Winter suggested a new variable  

           that might be useful in the context of tt+many jets.  
           So far studied only for W+jets # 

 Need for fully merged NLO samples 

Some specific discussions/outcomes 

14

 Compare theory predictions for the 8 TeV / 7 TeV ratio with the recent ATLAS measurement:

 Interestingly, the data seem to undershoot the theory prediction by 2-sigma, and the tension 
with AMB11 is enhanced (3 sigma). To be understood ...

 For the 14 TeV / 8 TeV ratio, 10% spread between different PDF sets: clear discrimination power, 
but needs dedicated measurements

 The cross-section ratios are essentially independent of the value of the top quark mass used

Juan Rojo                                                                                                                          Top Differential Workshop, Cannes, 27/09/2014
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Application to PDF’s 
Czakon, Mangano, Mitov, Rojo  ‘13 

How existing pdf sets fare when compared to existing data? 

Most conservative theory uncertainty: 
 
     Scales + pdf + as + mtop 

Excellent agreement  
between almost all 
pdf sets 
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alphaS and mTOP extraction from top data (CMS) 

S. Naumann-Emme (CMS) Arxiv:1402.0709 

How existing pdf sets fare when compared to existing data? Excellent agreement  
between almost all 
pdf sets 

Ø  Results are consistent with world averages, although slight tendency can be seen. 

Ø  ABM11 returns value of alphaS that is incompatible with their assumed value. 
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Application to PDF’s 

How existing pdf sets fare when compared to existing data? 

Doesn’t look perfect at the differential level (which itself is NLO). Do we have a problem here? 

1407.0371 
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Application to PDF’s 

One can use the 5 available (Tevatron/LHC) data-points to improve gluon pdf 

Czakon, Mangano, Mitov, Rojo ‘13 

“Old” and “new” gluon pdf at large x: 

… and PDF uncertainty due to “old” vs. “new” gluon pdf: 

ü  tT offers for the first time a direct NNLO handle to the gluon pdf (at hadron colliders) 

ü  implications to many processes at the LHC: Higgs and bSM production at large masses 
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Application to bSM searches: stealthy stop 

ü  Scenario: stop à top + missing energy 

ü  m_stop small: just above the top mass.  
 
ü  Usual wisdom: the stop signal hides in the top background 

ü  The idea: use the top x-section to derive a bound on the stop mass. Assumptions:  

 
ü  Same experimental signature as pure tops 

ü  the measured x-section is a sum of top + stop 

ü  Use precise predictions for stop production @ NLO+NLL 
 
 
ü  Total theory uncertainty: add SM and SUSY ones in quadrature. 

Krämer, Kulesza, van der Leeuw, Mangano, Padhi, Plehn, Portell  `12 
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Applications to the bSM searches: stealth stop 

•  Approach is orthogonal 
to previously used ones 

•  Improved NNLO accuracy 
makes all the difference 

•  Non-trivial exclusion 
limits possible 

Czakon, Mitov, Papucci, Ruderman, Weiler ’14 
ATLAS ’14 (1406.5375) 
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FIG. 3: Left: two dimensional 95% C.L. exclusion limits in the neutralino-stop mass plane. Our derived limits are shown in
red (with expected limits shown as a dashed line), LEP limits [69] in gray while the CMS direct stop search in the light stop
region [30] is shown in blue. Right: excluded regions for massless neutralino in the stop-top mass plane. Excluded region from
our analysis derived using the top cross section alone (i.e. without assuming prior knowledge of the top mass) are shaded in
red, while the LEP limits are shown in gray. The e↵ect of combining the �tt̄ measurement with current mt measurements
(assuming no stop contamination) is shown as a blue line. Expected limits are shown as dashed lines. For both plots we assume
right-handed stop, t̃R.

limits [69] beyond the LEP kinematical range into a re-
gion currently unconstrained by LHC direct searches.
Stop mass limits based on the top cross section may
reach and extend beyond the top mass, with the bino
LSP case being more strongly constrained at higher stop
masses and being less constrained, for t̃R decays around
80 � 100GeV, due to the less e�cient t ! t̃�0

1 decays,
see Fig. 1 (right).

In Fig. 3a we present the case where the bino mass
is allowed to move in the (mt̃, m�0

1
) plane, comparing

our limits to those obtained by other existing direct stop
searches [30, 69]. Our method is closing the stealth stop
window for low neutralino masses, m�0

1
. 20GeV, while

it is not e↵ective for higher masses because signal rates
rapidily become too low with increasing m�0

1
.

Finally, in Fig. 3b we consider the case where the as-
sumption of a known top mass is relaxed. We use the
mt dependence of �tt̄ presented in [65]. We show the
limits of this scenario in the (mt̃,mt) plane for massless
bino. If mt is not known, either due to stop contam-
ination or to theoretical uncertainties [85], an increase
in mt can reduce �tt̄, thus compensating the e↵ects of
the extra SUSY contributions. Therefore the top cross
section is now allowing a significantly larger band in the
top–stop mass plane. However a 10GeV shift in the top

mass is required to re-open the stop window all the way
below 150GeV. While this shift is likely too large to
be allowed by current top mass measurements given the
agreement across di↵erent analysis techniques and given
the O(2GeV) uncertainty on mt in the endpoint analy-
sis in [86], the precise extent of the allowed regions can
ultimately be constrained only by studying SUSY con-
tamination in top mass analyses. In Fig. 3b we also
show the limit that would be achieved by combining the
cross section measurement with a mass measurement of
mt = 173.34 ± 0.76GeV [87], in order to illustrate the
sensitivity assuming present mass measurements are not
significantly impacted by the presence of stops.

Discussion: We have introduced a novel method for
constraining light stops with precision top cross sec-
tion measurements at the LHC. The idea of using preci-
sion SM measurements to constrain BSM physics is well
known for indirect observables (like electroweak preci-
sion measurements or flavor violating observables), but
mostly unexplored at high energy colliders, such as the
LHC, where a dichotomy between “measurements” and
“searches” is often present. This type of studies can be
very powerful in covering the shortcomings of standard
searches, but clearly require high precision for both the-
ory and experiment which, at present, makes them appli-



The top quark Forward-Backward asymmetry puzzle 
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Introduction: what is AFB? 

ü  At the Tevatron (a P-anti-P collider) top quarks prefer to go in the direction of the proton;  
    antitops in the direction of the antiproton. 
ü  This asymmetry is known as top quark Forward-Backward Asymmetry (AFB) 
ü  The asymmetry is predicted in pure QCD (a P and CP conserving theory – as far as we know) 
ü  Similar asymmetry exists for b-quarks. However its status much more unclear. 
ü  If all symmetries are conserved, where then does AFB come from? 

ü  AFB is zero at LO QCD for inclusive top pair production. But non-zero at NLO  
     (computed long before the first measurement) 

QCD diagrams that generate asymmetry: 

… and some QCD diagrams that do not: 

Kuhn, Rodrigo ‘98 



Diagrams that generate asymmetry (type 2) diagrams that do not (type 1) 
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Introduction: what is AFB? 

ü  What is the origin of AFB?  
 
ü  It turns out one has to look at the Charge conjugation properties of the diagrams when        
    fermions and anti-fermions are exchanged 

ü  To appreciate the difference between ABF symmetric and asymmetric diagrams, one has 
     to look at the corresponding vacuum diagrams 
  

•  The diagram as a whole is C even; therefore (at NLO): 
1.  a single fermion loop is odd but its associated color charge is also odd 
2.  two fermion loops are separately odd and the color charge is even 

 
ü  The AFB generating diagrams are of type 2).  

Ø  Here is the crucial step:  
Ø  When we speak of AFB, we are saying: “what happens if we exchange t and t_bar?”  
    (i.e. not the light quarks) 
Ø  Thus we generate C-odd configuration. 
Ø  But to survive, it needs something else which is asymmetric otherwise it will get “symmetrized”. 



QCD diagrams that generate asymmetry: … and some QCD diagrams that do not: 
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Introduction: what is AFB? 

Ø  This is done by the PDF of the proton (not part of these diagrams) 

Ø  Due to QCD, and its infinite non-perturbative wisdom, the proton happens to be the ground 
    state of the theory which is stable and has highly asymmetric flavor content (u =/= ubar, etc) 

Ø  Therefore, the proton already introduces non-zero asymmetry in the light quarks sector which 
    is then magnified by the top-loop C-asymmetry and we observe this as AFB at Tevatron 
    (or rapidity asymmetry at LHC) 

Ø  Indeed, it is well know that gg-initiated states have no AFB (pdf(g) is symmetric…) 

Ø  But one can also check (I have) that if we set the pdf’s to be symmetric (u=ubar, etc) then 
AFB=0 



QCD diagrams that generate asymmetry: … and some QCD diagrams that do not: 

ü  For ttbar: charge asymmetry starts from NLO 
ü  For ttbar + jet: starts already from LO 

ü  Asymmetry appears when sufficiently large number of fermions (real or virtual) are present. 

ü  The asymmetry is QED like.  

ü  It does not need massive fermions. 

ü  Therefore top–like light-jet events (WW+jets) will have AFB as well! 

ü  It is the twin effect of the perturbative strange (or c- or b-) asymmetry in the proton! 
   Remember NuTev? 
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Introduction: what is AFB? 

Few more general observations: 

(a)
qi

qj

qi

qj

(b)
Figure 1: Example of (a) virtual and (b) real diagrams contributing to P (2)S

ns

asymmetries (fqi
− fq̄i

)(x, Q2) must necessarily be different from zero (they can vanish, at most,
at a single value of Q). This is a definite, though qualitative, prediction of perturbative QCD.

In the following we simplify the notation, using fqi
≡ qi and fq̄i

≡ q̄i, and we consider in
detail the strange-quark asymmetry, s − s̄. Equation (15) gives

(s − s̄) (Q2) = U (−)(Q, Q0)

!

(s − s̄) (Q2
0) +

1

Nf

"

U (V )(Q, Q0)

U (−)(Q, Q0)
− 1

#

f (V )(Q2
0)

$

. (16)

At LO and NLO, U (V ) = U (−), and thus any strange-quark asymmetry can only be produced
by a corresponding asymmetry at the input scale Q0 of the evolution. Starting from NNLO, the
degeneracy of P (V ) and P (−) is removed:

P (V ) − P (−) = Nf

%

P S
qq − P S

qq̄

&

≡
'

αS

4π

(3

P (2)S
ns + O(α4

S) , (17)

where P (2)S
ns has recently been presented in Ref. [19]. It comes with the color structure dabcdabc,

which is also new at this order. In a physical gauge, the Feynman diagrams contributing to
P (2)S

ns are of the “light-by-light” scattering type, three gluons connecting the two different quark
lines. Figure 1 shows some examples of (interferences of) (a) virtual and (b) real diagrams that
generate the asymmetry in the evolution of quarks and antiquarks. The virtual part (e.g. Fig. 1(a))
has separately been studied [23] in the context of its contribution to the one-loop triple collinear
splitting function. When the evolved quark qj is replaced by the antiquark q̄j, the abelian-like
part of the diagrams in Fig. 1 changes sign, because of the charge asymmetry produced by the
exchange of three gluons (vector bosons) in the t-channel. This effect occurs both in QCD and
QED, and it is a genuine quantum (due to interferences and loop contributions) phenomenon.

The full expressions for P (2)S
ns in N and x space may be found in Eqs. (3.9) and (4.11),

respectively, of Ref. [19]; also a simple approximation of the function in x space is provided
which is sufficiently accurate for our purposes:

P (2)S
ns (x) ≈ Nf

%

[ L1(−163.9 x−1 − 7.208 x) + 151.49 + 44.51 x − 43.12 x2 + 4.82 x3 ] [1 − x ]

+ L0L1[−173.1 + 46.18 L0] + 178.04 L0 + 6.892 L2
0 + 40/27 [L4

0 − 2 L3
0 ]
&

, (18)

where L0 = ln x, L1 = ln(1 − x). The Mellin moments of this expression are straightforwardly
derived and involve only simple harmonic sums [19]. The first moment of the above parameteri-
zation is zero to high accuracy.

4

Catani, de Florian, Rodrigo, Vogelsang ‘04 

These diagrams are 
the same as the  
ones above !!! 
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ü  I hope I managed to convince you that the physics behind AFB is 
•  Beautiful 
•  Rich in features 
•  Interesting 
•  Deserving all our attention. 

ü  But is this the reason it became so popular? 

ü  NO!  

ü  The reason is this measurement (CDF 2011): 

How did AFB become what it is today? 

Evidence for a Mass Dependent Forward-Backward Asymmetry in Top Quark Pair Production 

Here is an excerpt from the Abstract: 
 

Fully corrected parton-level asymmetries are derived in two regions  
of each variable, and the asymmetry is found to be most significant  
at large ∆y and Mtt. For Mtt ≥ 450 GeV/c2, the parton-level  
asymmetry in the tt rest frame is Att = 0.475 ± 0.114 compared  
to a next-to-leading order QCD prediction of 0.088 ± 0.013.  

Given the text above and the plot to the right  
I think it should be obvious why everyone  
was very excited  J  



Definition of the asymmetry: 

… and the CDF measurement versus (known) SM: 

Discrepancy ≤ 3σ 
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ü  New D0 measurement (2014): it is much lower than CDF and in good agreement with SM 

AFB: the current exp status 

These 2-3 sigma discrepancies defined the field’s status for years and generated enormous  
activity mostly in BSM explanations, but also in refining the SM prediction for AFB 



ü  The largest known contribution to AFB is due to NLO QCD, i.e. ~(αS)3.  

Almeida, Sterman, Wogelsang ’08 
Ahrens, Ferroglia, Neubert, Pecjak, Yang `11 
Manohar, Trott ’12 
Skands, Webber, Winter ‘12 

Kuhn, Rodrigo ‘98 

ü  Higher order soft effects probed. No new effects appear (beyond Kuhn & Rodrigo). 

ü  The above result is very significant. It suggested that no large higher order corrections 
    should be expected which made the discrepancy much more significant and appealing. 

ü  F.O. EW effects checked. ~25% effect: not as small as one might naively expect! 

ü  BLM/PMC scales setting does the job? Claimed near agreement with the measurements. 

ü  Higher order hard QCD corrections? The rest of this talk. 

 
ü  Final state non-factorizable interactions? Unlikely. 

Hollik, Pagani ’11 
Bernreuther, Si ‘12 

Brodsky, Wu ‘12 

Mitov, Sterman ‘12 
Rosner ‘12  
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AFB: the status within SM 
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NNLO QCD corrections to AFB 
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u  We have huge effort ongoing for the calculation of 

u  Fully differential top pair production at NNLO 
u  Everything is included – no approximations! 
u  Stable top quarks only. Down the road include top decay. 
u  For the moment we compute only pre-decided binned distributions. 
u  Cannot store events for subsequent analyses. (on To Do list) 
u  Calculations are very expensive and take long time. It is not easy at all to redo  
    a calculation to change it “a little bit”. Of course we will make the effort if the need is there.  

u  For the moment we compute simultaneously with several fixed scales  
     muR, muF =(1/2,1,2)*Mtop. Dynamical scales in the future. 

u  Use mostly MSTW2008, but we also have everything computed also with  
     NNPDF, CT10 and HERA. 

u  Calculations for now only for Tevatron; LHC in progress.  
u  Any energy can be done – matter of CPU! 
u  Mtop=173.3 GeV only. If top mass dependence is needed separate calculations  
    will have to be done. CPU constrained. Perhaps compute for 3 Mtop values that are  
    1 GeV apart and use them to approximate in a narrow window. Good enough? 

Intermezzo 
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NNLO QCD corrections to AFB 

ü  Computed AFB following the definition and binning of CDF ‘12 

•  Inclusive 
•  |Δy| 
•  Mtt 
•  PT,tt 

ü  The EW corrections to inclusive AFB included (from Bernreuther, Si ‘12) 

2

gluon emission - even when matched to LO QCD (which,
we recall, has zero A

FB

) - generates essentially the same
A

FB

as the full set of NLO QCD corrections. The natural
interpretation of this result, especially when augmented
with the conclusions of Ref. [31], was that the missing
NLO QCD corrections to A

FB

in tt̄ are small and will
not significantly a↵ect the SM prediction. Contrary to
the above results, however, we find in this work that the
NLO QCD corrections to A

FB

are in fact large, around
30% for the case of inclusive A

FB

, and originate from
hard emissions that are not controlled by soft-gluon re-
summation. Thus this observable clearly shows the limits
on using soft-gluon arguments in estimating higher-order
QCD corrections.

An alternative approach to computing A
FB

, based on
the BLM (or PMC) scale setting, was used in Ref. [24].
The authors derive a value for A

FB

which is significantly
higher than the usual LO QCD correction, in agreement
with the CDF measurement. While the BLM scale set-
ting procedure is known [33] to work well even beyond
fully inclusive observables, its applicability in top pro-
duction at hadron colliders may need to be tuned. For
example, by inspecting the known results [34–37], one
can easy check that the the terms ⇠ N

2

F

predicted by
this approach are incorrect for both the qq̄ and gg reac-
tions. 1

Finally, we mentioned the possible e↵ect on A
FB

from
asymmetries in the subtracted tt̄ backgrounds [38], as
well as the possibility [39], see also Ref. [13], that final
state interactions could contribute to A

FB

. This prob-
lem has been addressed in Ref. [40] where it was shown
that such interactions are strongly suppressed for single
top (or t̄) inclusive observables. In presence of strong jet
vetoes, however, final state tt̄ – beam remnants interac-
tions could potentially have an e↵ect in double-inclusive
observables (like the ones we study in this paper). In this
regard we note that the good agreement between past
measurements of A

FB

based on single and double inclu-
sive measurements [2] might be an indication that such
a mechanism for generating A

FB

in inclusive tt̄ produc-
tion may not be playing a significant role in the existing
measurements.

RESULTS

Following [4], the inclusive asymmetry is defined in
terms of the rapidity di↵erence �y ⌘ y

t

� y

¯

t

A
FB

=
�

+ � �

�

�

+ + �

� , where �

± ⌘
Z

✓(±�y) d� . (1)

1
Since the term ⇠ N2

F is known analytically for qq̄ ! t¯t+X [37]

we see that the discrepancy is ⇠ ⇡2
that can be thought of as

due to an analytical continuation to space-like kinematics.

The di↵erential asymmetry is defined as

A
FB

(x) =
�

+,x � �

�,x

�

+,x + �

�,x

, (2)

where x � 0 labels any one of the following three kine-
matic variables x 2 (|�y|,M

t

¯

t

, P

T,t

¯

t

), and

�

±,x̄ =

Z
✓(±�y) Bin(x, x̄) d� . (3)

The binning function Bin(x, x̄) is defined through

Bin(x, x̄) =

⇢
1 if x 2 b(x̄) ,
0 otherwise ,

(4)

where b(x̄) represents one of the x � 0 bins for each of
the three kinematic distributions. Specifically, we use

• four bins for |�y|:
[0, 0.5) ; [0.5, 1) ; [1, 1.5) and |�y| � 1.5 .

• four bins for M
t

¯

t

:
[0, 450); [450, 550); [550, 650) and M

t

¯

t

� 650GeV .

• eight bins for P

T,t

¯

t

, starting from zero in steps of
10GeV, with the last bin being P

T,t

¯

t

� 70GeV.

The di↵erential cross-section d� appearing in
Eqns. (1,2) is the fully di↵erential cross-section for
the process pp̄ ! tt̄ + X computed through NNLO in
the strong coupling ↵

S

. We use MSTW2008. We do
not compute pdf variation. We compute with scales
µ

R

6= µ

F

.

Describe briefly the computation and used literature.
Mention that there are cuts at the level of leptons and
jets, but the tt̄-level results are extrapolated with no cuts.
Thus in our calculation we do not impose any cuts besides
the explicit binning.

Checks: we reproduce �

tot

= �

+ + �

� from [34–37]
for each value of µ

R

, µ

F

. Very good cancellation of IR
singularities.

Following the earlier literature, one might define the
asymmetry through the ratios (1,2), i.e. keeping the ex-
act result in the numerators and denominators through
↵

3

S

for the LO QCD correction to A
FB

and through ↵

4

S

for
the NLO correction. Alternatively, the ratios (1,2) can
be expanded in ↵

S

. 2 Allowing also for EW corrections,

2
Such an expansion is not, strictly speaking, fully consistent since

the ↵S expansion is performed after convolution with pdf’s. Nev-

ertheless, we consider it as an indication of the sensitivity of AFB

to missing higher order terms, as has also been done in the ex-

isting literature.
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FIG. 1: The inclusive asymmetry in pure QCD (black) and
QCD+EW (red). Computed at NLO and NNLO. Capital let-
ters (NLO, NNLO) correspond to the unexpanded definition
(5), while small letters (nlo, nnlo) to the definition (6,7). The
scenario 11 is derived with  = 0 in (7). The CDF/D0 (naive)
average is from Ref. [27].

Eq. (1) can schematically be written as

A
FB

⌘ N

ew

+ ↵

3

S

N

3

+ ↵

4

S

N

4

↵

2

S

D

2

+ ↵

3

S

D

3

+ ↵

4

S

D

4

(5)

= ↵

S

N

3

D

2

+ ↵

2

S

✓
N

4

D

2

� N

3

D

2

D

3

D

2

◆
+O(↵3

S

) (6)

+
N

ew

↵

2

S

D

2

✓
1� 

↵

S

D

3

D

2

◆
. (7)

Explain what’s the di↵erence between the two ways of
defining it and that the unexpanded definition (5) is
closer to the experimental situation and likely better.

The inclusion of the EW correction presents another
challenge. Since EW e↵ects to the total cross-section are
O(1%) and thus very small we do not include them in the
denominators D

i

. The numerator N

ew

to the inclusive
asymmetry (1), including its µ

R

= µ

F

scale dependence,
is taken from Ref. [26]. We have checked that the e↵ect
of the di↵erent pdf and m

t

value used in Ref. [26] have
negligible e↵ect on the QCD numerator N

3

and so we
expect the same to hold for N

ew

. Thus we take N

ew

from Table 2 in Ref. [26] without any modifications. We
do not include non-QCD corrections to the di↵erential
distributions or di↵erential asymmetries.

When working in NLO QCD (in order to derive the
LO correction to A

FB

) we set  = 0 and use NLO pdf.
To include the NNLO QCD corrections (i.e. to derive the
NLO corrections to A

FB

) we set  = 1 and use NNLO
pdf. The EW corrections are, however, always included
with NLO pdf set. We also note that when we compute
the scale variation of A

FB

, both inclusive and di↵erential,
we compute both the numerator and denominator for
each scale choice, take their ratio, an then consider the
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FIG. 2: The |�y| di↵erential distribution (top) and asymme-
try in pure QCD.

variation of this ratio to determine the scale variation of
the asymmetry.
The results for the inclusive asymmetry are given in

fig. 1. The rapidity dependence of A
FB

and of the corre-
sponding di↵erential distribution, are given in fig. 2. The
M

t

¯

t

and P

T,t

¯

t

dependence is, respectively, in fig. 3 and
fig. 4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

- The corrections to the P

T,t

¯

t

asymmetry, fig. 4, are
almost P

T,t

¯

t

independent - in line with what was already
observed by CDF and with the likeliest colour structure
of the expected contributions [32].
- Should we present tables with results?
- Say something about statistical errors.
- explain the accidentally small scale error for the ex-

panded definition (6,7) of A
FB

.
- At the end it is not clear what A

FB

has to do with
BSM since it is really a non-perturbative physics and
measures the asymmetry in the proton valence pdf’s. In

Two alternative  
expansions 
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NNLO QCD corrections to AFB 

ü  Checks and quality of the results 

ü  Pole cancellation: in each bin, for each scale.  

ü  MC errors (from integration) are a big worry due to large cancellation in AFB 

ü  We have managed to make them negligible. 
 
ü  MC error in each bin is: 

•  Few permil for differential distributions 
•  Below 1% for AFB in each bin; with only highest Mtt bin with 1.5% 

ü  MC error on inclusive AFB is few permil. 

ü  Agreement with sigmaTOT (Top++) to better than 0.5 permil (each scale) 

ü  Clearly, the numerical precision of the results is very high. 

ü  AT NLO QCD we agree with MCFM and Bernreuther & Si. 

ü  Another check at NNLO: consistent with PT,tT spectrum from ttj @ NLO 

ü  Computed for generic independent μF and μR (again, non-dynamic = Mtop) 
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u   NLO, NNLO : exact numerator and denominator (see previous slide) 
u   nlo, nnlo : expanded in powers of aS 

How to read the above plot: 
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Results for inclusive AFB 
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FIG. 1: The inclusive asymmetry in pure QCD (black) and
QCD+EW[28] (red). Capital letters (NLO, NNLO) corre-
spond to the unexpanded definition (2), while small letters
(nlo, nnlo) to the definition (3). The CDF/DØ (naive) av-
erage is from Ref. [29]. Error bands are from scale variation
only. Our final prediction corresponds to scenario 10.

eq. (3), is the expansion of the ratio eq. (2) in powers of
↵S . 5

In the present letter, we present di↵erential asymme-
tries with the unexpanded definition (2) and without EW
corrections (see figs. 2,3,4). The inclusive asymmetry, see
fig. 1, is computed with both definitions (2) and (3) in-
cluding EW corrections. 6 The numerator factor NEW is
taken 7 from Table 2 in Ref. [28]. Only for the inclusive
asymmetry we determine the scale variation by keeping
µR = µF

8 (since the scale dependence of NEW is pub-
lished [28] only for µR = µF ). We also note that the scale
variation of AFB is derived from the consistent scale vari-
ation of the ratio, i.e. both numerator and denominator
in eqs. (2) and (3) are computed for each scale value.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In fig. 1 we observe that the central values of the ex-
panded (3) and unexpanded (2) definitions of inclusive

5 Such an expansion is not, strictly speaking, fully consistent since
the ↵S expansion is performed after convolution with pdf’s. Nev-
ertheless, following the existing literature, we consider it as an
indication of the sensitivity of A

FB

to missing higher order terms.
6 EW corrections to Di are neglected since EW e↵ects to the total
cross-section are very small O(1%), see Refs. [57–61].

7 We have checked that the di↵erent pdf and mt used in Ref. [28]
have negligible impact on the QCD numerator N

3

and so we
expect the same to hold for N

EW

.
8 We have checked that for the pure QCD corrections to the to-
tal asymmetry the di↵erence with respect to scale uncertainty
derived with µR 6= µF variation is negligible.
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FIG. 2: The |�y| di↵erential asymmetry in pure QCD at
NLO (blue) and NNLO (orange) versus CDF [2] and DØ [1,
62] data. Error bands are from scale variation only. For
improved readability some bins are plotted slightly narrower.
The highest bin contains overflow events.
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FIG. 3: As in fig. 2 but for the Mt¯t di↵erential asymmetry.
The highest bin contains overflow events and the lowest bin
includes all events down to the production threshold 2mt.

AFB di↵er significantly at NLO but less so at NNLO.
While the unexpanded definition (2) closely resembles
the experimental setup, the consistency of the two def-
initions within uncertainties renders the question about
the more appropriate choice largely irrelevant. We also
note the small scale error for the expanded AFB defini-
tion (3) in pure QCD at both NLO and NNLO, which
appears too small to be realistic. The inclusion of EW
corrections, however, breaks this pattern and brings the
scale dependence in line with the unexpanded definition
eq. (2). Therefore, following the previous literature, we
choose as our final prediction ASM

FB = 0.095± 0.007 (sce-
nario 10 in fig. 1) which is derived with the expanded
definition (3) and includes EW [28] corrections.
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ü  We find large QCD corrections: NNLO ~ 27% of NLO (recall EW is 25% of NLO). 

      è This was not expected, given soft-gluon resummation suggests negligible correction. 

ü  Adding all corrections AFB ~ 10%.  

ü  Agrees with D0 and CDF/D0 naive combination 
ü  Less than 1.5σ below CDF 

ü  We consider this as agreement between SM and experiment. 

ü  We observe good perturbative convergence (based on errors from scale variation) 

ü  Expanded results (both nlo and nnlo) seem to have accidentally small scale variation 

u   NLO, NNLO :  
     exact numerator and denominator 
u   nlo, nnlo : expanded in powers of aS 

Results for inclusive AFB 
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FIG. 1: The inclusive asymmetry in pure QCD (black) and
QCD+EW[28] (red). Capital letters (NLO, NNLO) corre-
spond to the unexpanded definition (2), while small letters
(nlo, nnlo) to the definition (3). The CDF/DØ (naive) av-
erage is from Ref. [29]. Error bands are from scale variation
only. Our final prediction corresponds to scenario 10.

eq. (3), is the expansion of the ratio eq. (2) in powers of
↵S . 5

In the present letter, we present di↵erential asymme-
tries with the unexpanded definition (2) and without EW
corrections (see figs. 2,3,4). The inclusive asymmetry, see
fig. 1, is computed with both definitions (2) and (3) in-
cluding EW corrections. 6 The numerator factor NEW is
taken 7 from Table 2 in Ref. [28]. Only for the inclusive
asymmetry we determine the scale variation by keeping
µR = µF

8 (since the scale dependence of NEW is pub-
lished [28] only for µR = µF ). We also note that the scale
variation of AFB is derived from the consistent scale vari-
ation of the ratio, i.e. both numerator and denominator
in eqs. (2) and (3) are computed for each scale value.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In fig. 1 we observe that the central values of the ex-
panded (3) and unexpanded (2) definitions of inclusive

5 Such an expansion is not, strictly speaking, fully consistent since
the ↵S expansion is performed after convolution with pdf’s. Nev-
ertheless, following the existing literature, we consider it as an
indication of the sensitivity of A

FB

to missing higher order terms.
6 EW corrections to Di are neglected since EW e↵ects to the total
cross-section are very small O(1%), see Refs. [57–61].

7 We have checked that the di↵erent pdf and mt used in Ref. [28]
have negligible impact on the QCD numerator N

3

and so we
expect the same to hold for N

EW

.
8 We have checked that for the pure QCD corrections to the to-
tal asymmetry the di↵erence with respect to scale uncertainty
derived with µR 6= µF variation is negligible.
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FIG. 2: The |�y| di↵erential asymmetry in pure QCD at
NLO (blue) and NNLO (orange) versus CDF [2] and DØ [1,
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FIG. 3: As in fig. 2 but for the Mt¯t di↵erential asymmetry.
The highest bin contains overflow events and the lowest bin
includes all events down to the production threshold 2mt.

AFB di↵er significantly at NLO but less so at NNLO.
While the unexpanded definition (2) closely resembles
the experimental setup, the consistency of the two def-
initions within uncertainties renders the question about
the more appropriate choice largely irrelevant. We also
note the small scale error for the expanded AFB defini-
tion (3) in pure QCD at both NLO and NNLO, which
appears too small to be realistic. The inclusion of EW
corrections, however, breaks this pattern and brings the
scale dependence in line with the unexpanded definition
eq. (2). Therefore, following the previous literature, we
choose as our final prediction ASM

FB = 0.095± 0.007 (sce-
nario 10 in fig. 1) which is derived with the expanded
definition (3) and includes EW [28] corrections.
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Errors due to scale variation only 
 - Pdf error small 
 - MC error negligible 
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FIG. 2: The |�y| di↵erential distribution (top) and asym-
metry (bottom) in pure QCD at LO (grey), NLO (blue) and
NNLO (orange) versus CDF [2] and D0 [1] data. Error bands
are from scale variation only. For improved readability some
bins are plotted slightly narrower. The highest bins contain
overflow events.

which appears too small to be realistic. The inclusion
of the EW corrections, however, breaks this pattern and
brings the scale dependence in line with the unexpanded
definition eq. (4).

Factorization RR RV VV

(princ. contr.)/(↵4

SN4

) �0.47 5.34 �3.90 0.03

TABLE I: Sizes of the various principle contributions to the
numerator of the inclusive A

FB

at NNLO in pure QCD. The
size of the numerator is given in table II.

The relative contributions of the principle NNLO cor-
rections (factorisation, RR, RV, and VV) to the inclusive
numerator in eq. (4) are given in table I. From this table
we conclude that the inclusive asymmetry at NNLO is
driven by a strong cancellation of RR and RV contribu-
tions. The contribution from factorisation (which is of
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FIG. 3: As in fig. 2 but for the Mt¯t di↵erential asymmetry.
Both lowest and highest bins contain overflow events.

NLO complexty) is sizeable while the pure virtual cor-
rection is quite small. We have also checked that the nu-
merator ↵4

SN4 almost exclusively originates in the qq̄ par-
tonic channel. Where present, the contribution to ↵4

SN4

due to the qg reaction is two orders of magnitude smaller
than qq̄ and the remaining qq0-type of partonic reactions
are another two orders of magnitude smaller. This pat-
tern is in line with the contributions of these partonic
reactions to the total inclusive cross-section [33–36].

NLO NNLO NLO+NNLL

↵3

SN3

+ ↵4

SN4

[pb] 0.393+0.211
�0.127 0.525+0.055

�0.085 0.448+0.080
�0.071

↵4

SN4

[pb] – 0.148 –

A
FB

[%] (eq. (5)) 7.33+0.69
�0.58 8.28+0.27

�0.26 7.24+1.04
�0.67

A
FB

[%] (eq. (4)) 5.89+2.70
�1.40 7.49+0.49

�0.86 –

TABLE II: Comparison of the numerator in eq. (4) and the
inclusive asymmetry A

FB

in pure QCD at NLO (with NLO
pdf set), NNLO and NLO+NNLL (from Ref. [20]). Only
errors from µF = µR scale variation are shown.

Rapidity dependence of AFB 

•  Perfect agreement with D0 
•  No agreement for AFB with CDF 
•  But differential x-section  
    reasonably close to CDF … 
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Mtt dependence of AFB 

Errors due to scale variation only 
 - Pdf error small  
 - MC error negligible 
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FIG. 2: The |�y| di↵erential distribution (top) and asym-
metry (bottom) in pure QCD at LO (grey), NLO (blue) and
NNLO (orange) versus CDF [2] and D0 [1] data. Error bands
are from scale variation only. For improved readability some
bins are plotted slightly narrower. The highest bins contain
overflow events.

which appears too small to be realistic. The inclusion
of the EW corrections, however, breaks this pattern and
brings the scale dependence in line with the unexpanded
definition eq. (4).

Factorization RR RV VV

(princ. contr.)/(↵4

SN4

) �0.47 5.34 �3.90 0.03

TABLE I: Sizes of the various principle contributions to the
numerator of the inclusive A

FB

at NNLO in pure QCD. The
size of the numerator is given in table II.

The relative contributions of the principle NNLO cor-
rections (factorisation, RR, RV, and VV) to the inclusive
numerator in eq. (4) are given in table I. From this table
we conclude that the inclusive asymmetry at NNLO is
driven by a strong cancellation of RR and RV contribu-
tions. The contribution from factorisation (which is of
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FIG. 3: As in fig. 2 but for the Mt¯t di↵erential asymmetry.
Both lowest and highest bins contain overflow events.

NLO complexty) is sizeable while the pure virtual cor-
rection is quite small. We have also checked that the nu-
merator ↵4

SN4 almost exclusively originates in the qq̄ par-
tonic channel. Where present, the contribution to ↵4

SN4

due to the qg reaction is two orders of magnitude smaller
than qq̄ and the remaining qq0-type of partonic reactions
are another two orders of magnitude smaller. This pat-
tern is in line with the contributions of these partonic
reactions to the total inclusive cross-section [33–36].

NLO NNLO NLO+NNLL

↵3

SN3

+ ↵4

SN4

[pb] 0.393+0.211
�0.127 0.525+0.055

�0.085 0.448+0.080
�0.071

↵4

SN4

[pb] – 0.148 –

A
FB

[%] (eq. (5)) 7.33+0.69
�0.58 8.28+0.27

�0.26 7.24+1.04
�0.67

A
FB

[%] (eq. (4)) 5.89+2.70
�1.40 7.49+0.49

�0.86 –

TABLE II: Comparison of the numerator in eq. (4) and the
inclusive asymmetry A

FB

in pure QCD at NLO (with NLO
pdf set), NNLO and NLO+NNLL (from Ref. [20]). Only
errors from µF = µR scale variation are shown.

•  Agreement with D0 
•  So-so agreement for AFB with CDF 
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FIG. 4: The PT,t¯t di↵erential asymmetry in pure QCD at
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variation only. For improved readability some bins are plotted
slightly narrower. The highest bins contain overflow events.

In contrast to the negligible approximate NNLO QCD
correction to AFB inferred from soft-gluon resummation
[19, 20], in this work we find that the exact NNLO QCD
correction to the inclusive AFB is, in fact, large. Specifi-
cally, in table II we compare 4 the exact results for AFB

and its numerator (defined as the QCD part of the nu-
merator in eq (4)) through NNLO in QCD, with the
NLO+NNLL predictions of Ref. [20]. As can be con-

cluded from table II, the ratio A(NNLO)
FB /A(NLO)

FB is 1.27
(1.13) for AFB defined through eq. (4) (eq. (5)). The cor-
responding ratio for the numerator of the asymmetry is
1.34, which is even larger than that for AFB. Clearly the
corrections to both quantities are significantly di↵erent
from the ones in approximate NNLO. 5

4

The settings in both papers are the same, except for a small

di↵erence of 0.2GeV in the value of mt which we neglect.

5

We refrain from directly comparing di↵erential asymmetries be-

cause in this work we define them through eq. (4) while the ones

The large di↵erence between AFB predicted in exact
and approximate NNLO can be understood from the
PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB. We recall that soft gluon re-
summation applies to kinematical configurations that re-
semble the Born one, i.e. it should mainly contribute to
the small PT,tt̄ bins.
As fig. 4 suggests, harder radiation generates a signif-

icant portion of the NNLO corrections. Looking at the
cumulative di↵erential asymmetry AFB(PT,tt̄  Pcut

T,tt̄)
and the corresponding cumulative numerator, not shown
here, we observe that in the first bin P cut

T,tt̄  10GeV
(where soft gluon resummation should be most relevant)
the NLO and NNLO numerators are practically equal,
i.e. the 10% shift from NLO to NNLO in the first bin
in fig. 4 is exclusively due to the di↵erence between
NLO and NNLO denominators. With the inclusion of
the next bins, however, the NLO and NNLO numera-
tors start to di↵er quite rapidly. We observe that about
50% of the di↵erence between the fully inclusive NLO
and NNLO numerators is generated by the second bin
10GeV  Pcut

T,tt̄  20GeV, while the remaining 50% of

the di↵erence comes from bins with P cut
T,tt̄ > 20GeV. Fur-

ther details will be given in a forthcoming publication.
Analysing the PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB, the CDF col-

laboration [2] noted that the discrepancy between data
and NLO QCD appears to be independent of PT,tt̄. It
is easy to see from fig. 4 that the di↵erence between
NNLO and NLO corrections to the PT,tt̄ asymmetry for
PT,tt̄ � 10GeV follow precisely this pattern and is, fur-
thermore, consistent with the analysis of Ref. [31].
The pdf uncertainties are generally small and have

not been included in the results of this paper. To es-
timate pdf uncertainties, we compute AFB in NLO QCD
with both NLO and NNLO pdf sets (MSTW2008 (68%
CL) [44]). In inclusive quantities like the inclusive AFB

and numerator in eq. (4), the pdf uncertainty is smaller
than the scale uncertainty by a factor between 2 and 4
and thus can be safely neglected. Similar pattern is ob-
served in the di↵erential asymmetry with the exception
of AFB(Mtt̄) in the two highest Mtt̄ bins. In these two
bins, we observe comparable in size pdf and scale uncer-
tainties, albeit both are rather asymmetric and point in
opposite directions. Therefore, realistic theory error es-
timate in the two largest Mtt̄ bins require the inclusion
of pdf uncertainty; the total uncertainty will then be ap-
proximately symmetric and equal in size to the larger
scale variation (the one facing down) depicted in fig. 3.
The Monte Carlo (MC) integration error in all our re-

sults is insignificant. Specifically, its relative contribution
to the inclusive asymmetry and cross-section is at the
permil and sub-permil levels, respectively. In di↵erential
distributions this error is at the few–permil level in each

in Ref. [20] are defined through eq. (5).

PT,tt dependence of AFB 

Errors due to scale variation only 
 - Pdf error small 
 - MC error in AFB 1%, i.e. small 

•  Note the change in shape in diff x-section 
•  No data to compare to… 
•  Difference NNLO-NLO is constant like 
    as noted already by CDF 
•  The NNLO/NLO correction agrees with 
    the preferred color-octet structure of  
    the AFB discrepancy found in  

Gripaios, Papaefstathiou, Webber ‘13 
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The slope of AFB 

•  It was noted previously that the differential asymmetry is close to a straight line 

•  For the rapidity dependence it is clear it is actually slightly curved at both NLO and NNLO 

•  For Mtt at NNLO is very close to a straight line – unlike NLO 
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[%] (eq. (4)) 5.89+2.70
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TABLE II: Comparison of the numerator in eq. (4) and the
inclusive asymmetry A

FB

in pure QCD at NLO (with NLO
pdf set), NNLO and NLO+NNLL (from Ref. [20]). Only
errors from µF = µR scale variation are shown.

cally, in table II we compare 4 the exact results for AFB

and its numerator (defined as the QCD part of the nu-
merator in eq (4)) through NNLO in QCD, with the
NLO+NNLL predictions of Ref. [20]. As can be con-

cluded from table II, the ratio A(NNLO)
FB /A(NLO)

FB is 1.27
(1.13) for AFB defined through eq. (4) (eq. (5)). The cor-
responding ratio for the numerator of the asymmetry is
1.34, which is even larger than that for AFB. Clearly the
corrections to both quantities are significantly di↵erent
from the ones in approximate NNLO. 5

The large di↵erence between AFB predicted in exact
and approximate NNLO can be understood from the
PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB. We recall that soft gluon re-
summation applies to kinematical configurations that re-
semble the Born one, i.e. it should mainly contribute to
the small PT,tt̄ bins.

As fig. 4 suggests, harder radiation generates a signif-
icant portion of the NNLO corrections. Looking at the
cumulative di↵erential asymmetry AFB(PT,tt̄  Pcut

T,tt̄)
and the corresponding cumulative numerator, not shown
here, we observe that in the first bin P cut

T,tt̄  10GeV
(where soft gluon resummation should be most relevant)
the NLO and NNLO numerators are practically equal,
i.e. the 10% shift from NLO to NNLO in the first bin
in fig. 4 is exclusively due to the di↵erence between
NLO and NNLO denominators. With the inclusion of
the next bins, however, the NLO and NNLO numera-
tors start to di↵er quite rapidly. We observe that about
50% of the di↵erence between the fully inclusive NLO
and NNLO numerators is generated by the second bin
10GeV  Pcut

T,tt̄  20GeV, while the remaining 50% of

the di↵erence comes from bins with P cut
T,tt̄ > 20GeV. Fur-

ther details will be given in a forthcoming publication.
Analysing the PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB, the CDF col-

laboration [2] noted that the discrepancy between data
and NLO QCD appears to be independent of PT,tt̄. It

4

The settings in both papers are the same, except for a small

di↵erence of 0.2GeV in the value of mt which we neglect.

5

We refrain from directly comparing di↵erential asymmetries be-

cause in this work we define them through eq. (4) while the ones

in Ref. [20] are defined through eq. (5).

is easy to see from fig. 4 that the di↵erence between
NNLO and NLO corrections to the PT,tt̄ asymmetry for
PT,tt̄ � 10GeV follow precisely this pattern and is, fur-
thermore, consistent with the analysis of Ref. [31].

The pdf uncertainties are generally small and have
not been included in the results of this paper. To es-
timate pdf uncertainties, we compute AFB in NLO QCD
with both NLO and NNLO pdf sets (MSTW2008 (68%
CL) [44]). In inclusive quantities like the inclusive AFB

and numerator in eq. (4), the pdf uncertainty is smaller
than the scale uncertainty by a factor between 2 and 4
and thus can be safely neglected. Similar pattern is ob-
served in the di↵erential asymmetry with the exception
of AFB(Mtt̄) in the two highest Mtt̄ bins. In these two
bins, we observe comparable in size pdf and scale uncer-
tainties, albeit both are rather asymmetric and point in
opposite directions. Therefore, realistic theory error es-
timate in the two largest Mtt̄ bins require the inclusion
of pdf uncertainty; the total uncertainty will then be ap-
proximately symmetric and equal in size to the larger
scale variation (the one facing down) depicted in fig. 3.

The Monte Carlo (MC) integration error in all our re-
sults is insignificant. Specifically, its relative contribution
to the inclusive asymmetry and cross-section is at the
permil and sub-permil levels, respectively. In di↵erential
distributions this error is at the few–permil level in each
bin. The relative MC error in the di↵erential asymme-
tries is typically below 1% in each bin, with the exception
of the largest Mtt̄ bin and the 60  PT,tt̄  70GeV bin
where it is about 1.5% (for central scales).

In summary, in this work we have computed the largest
missing SM correction to AFB from NNLO QCD. We
observe significant correction to the inclusive and di↵er-
ential asymmetry.
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FIG. 2: The |�y| di↵erential distribution (top) and asym-
metry (bottom) in pure QCD at LO (grey), NLO (blue) and
NNLO (orange) versus CDF [2] and D0 [1] data. Error bands
are from scale variation only. For improved readability some
bins are plotted slightly narrower. The highest bins contain
overflow events.

which appears too small to be realistic. The inclusion
of the EW corrections, however, breaks this pattern and
brings the scale dependence in line with the unexpanded
definition eq. (4).

Factorization RR RV VV

(princ. contr.)/(↵4

SN4

) �0.47 5.34 �3.90 0.03

TABLE I: Sizes of the various principle contributions to the
numerator of the inclusive A

FB

at NNLO in pure QCD. The
size of the numerator is given in table II.

The relative contributions of the principle NNLO cor-
rections (factorisation, RR, RV, and VV) to the inclusive
numerator in eq. (4) are given in table I. From this table
we conclude that the inclusive asymmetry at NNLO is
driven by a strong cancellation of RR and RV contribu-
tions. The contribution from factorisation (which is of
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FIG. 4: The PT,t¯t di↵erential asymmetry in pure QCD at
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variation only. For improved readability some bins are plotted
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NLO complexty) is sizeable while the pure virtual cor-
rection is quite small. We have also checked that the nu-
merator ↵4

SN4 almost exclusively originates in the qq̄ par-
tonic channel. Where present, the contribution to ↵4

SN4

due to the qg reaction is two orders of magnitude smaller
than qq̄ and the remaining qq0-type of partonic reactions
are another two orders of magnitude smaller. This pat-
tern is in line with the contributions of these partonic
reactions to the total inclusive cross-section [33–36].

In contrast to the negligible approximate NNLO QCD
correction to AFB inferred from soft-gluon resummation
[19, 20], in this work we find that the exact NNLO QCD
correction to the inclusive AFB is, in fact, large. Specifi-

3

that there are no implied cuts on the top quark distri-
butions. Thus in our calculation we do not impose any
cuts on top quarks besides the explicit binning. Our cal-
culation includes all partonic reactions that contribute
to inclusive tt̄ production in pure QCD without making
any approximations. We have checked that our calcula-
tion reproduces �tot from [33–36] for each value of µR, µF

with precision better than one permil; we also observe
cancellation of Infra Red (IR) singularities in each bin.
At NLO our calculation agrees with MCFM [23]. The
predicted PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB in the non-central bins
(with PT � 10GeV) at NNLO (see fig. below) is consis-
tent with the corresponding results [30, 53] for the NLO
QCD corrections to pp ! tt̄+ j at NLO.

In this work we use two definitions for AFB that are
formally equivalent through NNLO. One might define the
asymmetry either through the ratio eq. (1), i.e. by keep-
ing the exact results in both the numerator and denomi-
nator, or alternatively, by expanding the ratio eq. (1) in
powers of ↵S . 2 Allowing for EW corrections, eq. (1) can
be written 3 as

AFB ⌘ New + ↵3
SN3 + ↵4

SN4

↵2
SD2 + ↵3

SD3 + ↵4
SD4

(4)

= ↵S
N3

D2
+ ↵2

S

✓
N4

D2
� N3

D2

D3

D2

◆
+O(↵3

S)

+
New

↵2
SD2

✓
1� 

↵SD3

D2

◆
. (5)

The parameter  above controls the perturbative accu-
racy of AFB, i.e. it switches between NLO ( = 0 with
NLO pdf set) and NNLO ( = 1 with NNLO pdf set)
QCD corrections (i.e. LO and NLO corrections to AFB).

In this work we compute the di↵erential asymmetries
based on the unexpended definition (4) and without in-
cluding EW corrections. For the inclusive asymmetry,
however, we utilise both definitions (4,5) and also include
EW corrections. We do not include EW corrections to
the denominators Di since EW e↵ects to the total cross-
section are very small O(1%), see e.g. Ref. [52]. The nu-
merator New for the inclusive asymmetry AFB is taken
from Table 2 in Ref. [26]. We have checked that the e↵ect
of the di↵erent pdf and mt value used in Ref. [26] have
negligible e↵ect on the QCD numerator N3 and so we
expect the same to hold for New. The factor New is com-
puted in Ref. [26] only for µR = µF . Therefore, only for
the inclusive asymmetry, we compute the scale variation
by always keeping µR = µF . We also note that the scale

2

Such an expansion is not, strictly speaking, fully consistent since

the ↵S expansion is performed after convolution with pdf’s. Nev-

ertheless, following the existing literature, we consider it as an

indication of the sensitivity of A

FB

to missing higher order terms.

3

The term New contains some terms that involve powers of ↵S .

We ignore this ↵S-dependence in the power counting in eq. (5).
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FIG. 1: The inclusive asymmetry in pure QCD (black) and
QCD+EW (red). Computed in NLO and NNLO QCD; EW
corrections are from [26]. Capital letters (NLO, NNLO) cor-
respond to the unexpanded definition (4), while small letters
(nlo, nnlo) to the definition (5). Scenario 11 is derived by
setting  = 0 in the term ⇠ New in (5). The CDF/D0 (naive)
average is from Ref. [27]. Error bands are from scale variation
only. Our final prediction corresponds to scenario 10.

variation of AFB is derived from the consistent scale vari-
ation of the ratio, i.e. both numerator and denominator
in eqs. (4,5) are computed for each scale value.
The results for the inclusive asymmetry are given in

fig. 1. The rapidity dependence of AFB and of the cor-
responding di↵erential distribution, are given in fig. 2.
The Mtt̄ and PT,tt̄ dependences are shown, respectively,
in fig. 3 and fig. 4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We observe, see fig. 1, that the central values of the ex-
panded (5) and unexpanded (4) definitions of AFB di↵er
significantly at NLO but less so at NNLO. While the un-
expanded definition (4) closely resembles the experimen-
tal setup, the consistency of the two definitions within un-

certainties renders the question about choosing the more
appropriate one largely irrelevant. In line with the previ-
ous literature we thus choose as our final AFB prediction
scenario 10 in fig. 1 which is derived with the expanded
definition (5) and includes EW [26] corrections

ASM
FB = 0.095± 0.007 . (6)

As evident from all figures, the inclusion of higher order
QCD e↵ects reduces the scale errors for both di↵erential
distributions and inclusive and di↵erential asymmetries.
The only exception is the PT,tt̄ dependent asymmetry
whose scale behaviour at NLO QCD is atypical. We also
point out the small scale error for the expanded AFB

definition (5) in pure QCD at both NLO and NNLO,

3

that there are no implied cuts on the top quark distri-
butions. Thus in our calculation we do not impose any
cuts on top quarks besides the explicit binning. Our cal-
culation includes all partonic reactions that contribute
to inclusive tt̄ production in pure QCD without making
any approximations. We have checked that our calcula-
tion reproduces �tot from [33–36] for each value of µR, µF

with precision better than one permil; we also observe
cancellation of Infra Red (IR) singularities in each bin.
At NLO our calculation agrees with MCFM [23]. The
predicted PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB in the non-central bins
(with PT � 10GeV) at NNLO (see fig. below) is consis-
tent with the corresponding results [30, 53] for the NLO
QCD corrections to pp ! tt̄+ j at NLO.

In this work we use two definitions for AFB that are
formally equivalent through NNLO. One might define the
asymmetry either through the ratio eq. (1), i.e. by keep-
ing the exact results in both the numerator and denomi-
nator, or alternatively, by expanding the ratio eq. (1) in
powers of ↵S . 2 Allowing for EW corrections, eq. (1) can
be written 3 as
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The parameter  above controls the perturbative accu-
racy of AFB, i.e. it switches between NLO ( = 0 with
NLO pdf set) and NNLO ( = 1 with NNLO pdf set)
QCD corrections (i.e. LO and NLO corrections to AFB).

In this work we compute the di↵erential asymmetries
based on the unexpended definition (4) and without in-
cluding EW corrections. For the inclusive asymmetry,
however, we utilise both definitions (4,5) and also include
EW corrections. We do not include EW corrections to
the denominators Di since EW e↵ects to the total cross-
section are very small O(1%), see e.g. Ref. [52]. The nu-
merator New for the inclusive asymmetry AFB is taken
from Table 2 in Ref. [26]. We have checked that the e↵ect
of the di↵erent pdf and mt value used in Ref. [26] have
negligible e↵ect on the QCD numerator N3 and so we
expect the same to hold for New. The factor New is com-
puted in Ref. [26] only for µR = µF . Therefore, only for
the inclusive asymmetry, we compute the scale variation
by always keeping µR = µF . We also note that the scale

2

Such an expansion is not, strictly speaking, fully consistent since

the ↵S expansion is performed after convolution with pdf’s. Nev-

ertheless, following the existing literature, we consider it as an

indication of the sensitivity of A

FB

to missing higher order terms.

3

The term New contains some terms that involve powers of ↵S .

We ignore this ↵S-dependence in the power counting in eq. (5).
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FIG. 1: The inclusive asymmetry in pure QCD (black) and
QCD+EW (red). Computed in NLO and NNLO QCD; EW
corrections are from [26]. Capital letters (NLO, NNLO) cor-
respond to the unexpanded definition (4), while small letters
(nlo, nnlo) to the definition (5). Scenario 11 is derived by
setting  = 0 in the term ⇠ New in (5). The CDF/D0 (naive)
average is from Ref. [27]. Error bands are from scale variation
only. Our final prediction corresponds to scenario 10.

variation of AFB is derived from the consistent scale vari-
ation of the ratio, i.e. both numerator and denominator
in eqs. (4,5) are computed for each scale value.
The results for the inclusive asymmetry are given in

fig. 1. The rapidity dependence of AFB and of the cor-
responding di↵erential distribution, are given in fig. 2.
The Mtt̄ and PT,tt̄ dependences are shown, respectively,
in fig. 3 and fig. 4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We observe, see fig. 1, that the central values of the ex-
panded (5) and unexpanded (4) definitions of AFB di↵er
significantly at NLO but less so at NNLO. While the un-
expanded definition (4) closely resembles the experimen-
tal setup, the consistency of the two definitions within un-

certainties renders the question about choosing the more
appropriate one largely irrelevant. In line with the previ-
ous literature we thus choose as our final AFB prediction
scenario 10 in fig. 1 which is derived with the expanded
definition (5) and includes EW [26] corrections

ASM
FB = 0.095± 0.007 . (6)

As evident from all figures, the inclusion of higher order
QCD e↵ects reduces the scale errors for both di↵erential
distributions and inclusive and di↵erential asymmetries.
The only exception is the PT,tt̄ dependent asymmetry
whose scale behaviour at NLO QCD is atypical. We also
point out the small scale error for the expanded AFB

definition (5) in pure QCD at both NLO and NNLO,

•  CDF (dashes – errors) 
•  D0 (dashes – errors) 
•  NNLO 
•  NLO 

•  Agreement with D0 within errors even  
    without EW corrections 
•  CDF is far off 
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Understanding the origin of NNLO AFB 
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NNLO (orange) versus CDF [2] and D0 [1] data. Error bands
are from scale variation only. For improved readability some
bins are plotted slightly narrower. The highest bins contain
overflow events.

which appears too small to be realistic. The inclusion
of the EW corrections, however, breaks this pattern and
brings the scale dependence in line with the unexpanded
definition eq. (4).

Factorization RR RV VV

(princ. contr.)/(↵4

SN4

) �0.47 5.34 �3.90 0.03

TABLE I: Sizes of the various principle contributions to the
numerator of the inclusive A

FB

at NNLO in pure QCD. The
size of the numerator is given in table II.

The relative contributions of the principle NNLO cor-
rections (factorisation, RR, RV, and VV) to the inclusive
numerator in eq. (4) are given in table I. From this table
we conclude that the inclusive asymmetry at NNLO is
driven by a strong cancellation of RR and RV contribu-
tions. The contribution from factorisation (which is of
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FIG. 3: As in fig. 2 but for the Mt¯t di↵erential asymmetry.
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FIG. 4: The PT,t¯t di↵erential asymmetry in pure QCD at
NLO (blue) and NNLO (orange). Error bands are from scale
variation only. For improved readability some bins are plotted
slightly narrower. The highest bins contain overflow events.

NLO complexty) is sizeable while the pure virtual cor-
rection is quite small. We have also checked that the nu-
merator ↵4

SN4 almost exclusively originates in the qq̄ par-
tonic channel. Where present, the contribution to ↵4

SN4

due to the qg reaction is two orders of magnitude smaller
than qq̄ and the remaining qq0-type of partonic reactions
are another two orders of magnitude smaller. This pat-
tern is in line with the contributions of these partonic
reactions to the total inclusive cross-section [33–36].

In contrast to the negligible approximate NNLO QCD
correction to AFB inferred from soft-gluon resummation
[19, 20], in this work we find that the exact NNLO QCD
correction to the inclusive AFB is, in fact, large. Specifi-

•  The anatomy of AFB at NNLO is similar to that at NLO but more extreme 

•  Example: the contributions to the NNLO inclusive numerator 

•  Driven by large cancellation between RR and RV 
•  Sizable Factorization 
•  Tiny VV 

•  Contributions from partonic reactions is similar to NLO: 
 

•  Inclusive numerator is 99% qqbar 
•  qg = qqbar/10^2 
•  qq’=qqbar/10^4 

In line with the contributions of these reaction to the total inclusive x-section 
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The difference w/r to approximate NNLO 

•  Large difference for the inclusive asymmetry and numerator (no comparison for differential) 

5

NLO NNLO NLO+NNLL

↵3

SN3

+ ↵4

SN4

[pb] 0.393+0.211
�0.127 0.525+0.055

�0.085 0.448+0.080
�0.071

↵4

SN4

[pb] – 0.148 –

A
FB

[%] (eq. (5)) 7.33+0.69
�0.58 8.28+0.27

�0.26 7.24+1.04
�0.67

A
FB

[%] (eq. (4)) 5.89+2.70
�1.40 7.49+0.49

�0.86 –

TABLE II: Comparison of the numerator in eq. (4) and the
inclusive asymmetry A

FB

in pure QCD at NLO (with NLO
pdf set), NNLO and NLO+NNLL (from Ref. [20]). Only
errors from µF = µR scale variation are shown.

cally, in table II we compare 4 the exact results for AFB

and its numerator (defined as the QCD part of the nu-
merator in eq (4)) through NNLO in QCD, with the
NLO+NNLL predictions of Ref. [20]. As can be con-
cluded from table II, the ratio

A(NNLO)
FB /A(NLO)

FB is 1.27 (1.13) for AFB

defined through eq. (4) (eq. (5)). The corresponding
ratio for the numerator of the asymmetry is 1.34, which is
even larger than that for AFB. Clearly the corrections to
both quantities are significantly di↵erent from the ones
in approximate NNLO. 5

The large di↵erence between AFB predicted in exact
and approximate NNLO can be understood from the
PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB. We recall that soft gluon re-
summation applies to kinematical configurations that re-
semble the Born one, i.e. it should mainly contribute to
the small PT,tt̄ bins.

As fig. 4 suggests, harder radiation generates a signif-
icant portion of the NNLO corrections. Looking at the
cumulative di↵erential asymmetry AFB(PT,tt̄  Pcut

T,tt̄)
and the corresponding cumulative numerator, not shown
here, we observe that in the first bin P cut

T,tt̄  10GeV
(where soft gluon resummation should be most relevant)
the NLO and NNLO numerators are practically equal,
i.e. the 10% shift from NLO to NNLO in the first bin
in fig. 4 is exclusively due to the di↵erence between
NLO and NNLO denominators. With the inclusion of
the next bins, however, the NLO and NNLO numera-
tors start to di↵er quite rapidly. We observe that about
50% of the di↵erence between the fully inclusive NLO
and NNLO numerators is generated by the second bin
10GeV  Pcut

T,tt̄  20GeV, while the remaining 50% of

the di↵erence comes from bins with P cut
T,tt̄ > 20GeV. Fur-

ther details will be given in a forthcoming publication.
Analysing the PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB, the CDF col-

laboration [2] noted that the discrepancy between data

4

The settings in both papers are the same, except for a small

di↵erence of 0.2GeV in the value of mt which we neglect.

5

We refrain from directly comparing di↵erential asymmetries be-

cause in this work we define them through eq. (4) while the ones

in Ref. [20] are defined through eq. (5).

and NLO QCD appears to be independent of PT,tt̄. It
is easy to see from fig. 4 that the di↵erence between
NNLO and NLO corrections to the PT,tt̄ asymmetry for
PT,tt̄ � 10GeV follow precisely this pattern and is, fur-
thermore, consistent with the analysis of Ref. [31].

The pdf uncertainties are generally small and have
not been included in the results of this paper. To es-
timate pdf uncertainties, we compute AFB in NLO QCD
with both NLO and NNLO pdf sets (MSTW2008 (68%
CL) [44]). In inclusive quantities like the inclusive AFB

and numerator in eq. (4), the pdf uncertainty is smaller
than the scale uncertainty by a factor between 2 and 4
and thus can be safely neglected. Similar pattern is ob-
served in the di↵erential asymmetry with the exception
of AFB(Mtt̄) in the two highest Mtt̄ bins. In these two
bins, we observe comparable in size pdf and scale uncer-
tainties, albeit both are rather asymmetric and point in
opposite directions. Therefore, realistic theory error es-
timate in the two largest Mtt̄ bins require the inclusion
of pdf uncertainty; the total uncertainty will then be ap-
proximately symmetric and equal in size to the larger
scale variation (the one facing down) depicted in fig. 3.

The Monte Carlo (MC) integration error in all our re-
sults is insignificant. Specifically, its relative contribution
to the inclusive asymmetry and cross-section is at the
permil and sub-permil levels, respectively. In di↵erential
distributions this error is at the few–permil level in each
bin. The relative MC error in the di↵erential asymme-
tries is typically below 1% in each bin, with the exception
of the largest Mtt̄ bin and the 60  PT,tt̄  70GeV bin
where it is about 1.5% (for central scales).

In summary, in this work we have computed the largest
missing SM correction to AFB from NNLO QCD. We
observe significant correction to the inclusive and di↵er-
ential asymmetry.

We thank Dante Amidei, Tom Ferbel, Amnon Harel,
Regina Demina and Jon Wilson for clarifications about
the experimental results. We also thank S. Dittmaier
for kindly providing us with his code for the evalu-
ation of the one-loop virtual corrections and Markus
Schulze for a comparison with the results of Ref. [30,
53]. The work of M. C. and P. F. was supported by
the German Research Foundation (DFG) via the Son-
derforschungsbereich/Transregio SFB/TR-9 “Computa-
tional Particle Physics”, and the Heisenberg programme.
The work of A. M. is supported by the UK Science and
Technology Facilities Council [grants ST/L002760/1 and
ST/K004883/1].
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NumNNLO/NumNLO = 1.34 

For unexpaned (expanded) definition 

•  To better understand this look at the PT,tt differential asymmetry 
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FIG. 4: As in fig. 2 but for the PT,t¯t di↵erential asymmetry.

The inclusion of higher order QCD corrections reduces
the scale uncertainty of the di↵erential asymmetry. The
only exception is the PT,tt̄ dependent asymmetry whose
scale behaviour at NLO QCD is atypical.

Factorization RR RV VV

(princ. contr.)/(↵4

SN4

) �0.47 5.34 �3.90 0.03

TABLE I: Principal contributions to the numerator N
4

.

The relative contributions of the principal NNLO cor-
rections 9 to the inclusive numerator in eq. (2) are given
in table I. Clearly, the inclusive asymmetry at NNLO
is driven by a strong cancellation between RR and RV
contributions. The contribution from factorisation is
sizeable while the pure virtual (VV) correction is quite
small. We have also checked that the numerator ↵4

SN4

almost exclusively originates 10 in the qq̄ partonic chan-
nel. Where present, the contribution to ↵4

SN4 due to the
qg reaction is two orders of magnitude smaller than qq̄.
The remaining qq0-type partonic reactions are another
two orders of magnitude smaller. This pattern is in line
with the contributions of these partonic reactions to the
total cross-section [34–37].

9 Note that this separation is not unambiguous, just as at NLO.
10 The contribution due to collinear factorisation is not included in

this comparison.

NLO NNLO NLO+NNLL

↵3

SN3

+ ↵4

SN4

[pb] 0.394+0.211
�0.127 0.525+0.055

�0.085 0.448+0.080
�0.071

↵4

SN4

[pb] – 0.148 –

A
FB

[%] (eq. (3)) 7.34+0.68
�0.58 8.28+0.27

�0.26 7.24+1.04
�0.67

A
FB

[%] (eq. (2)) 5.89+2.70
�1.40 7.49+0.49

�0.86 –

TABLE II: Comparison of the numerator in eq. (2) and the in-
clusive asymmetry A

FB

computed in pure QCD at NLO (with
NLO pdf set), NNLO and NLO+NNLL [20]. Only errors from
µF = µR scale variation are shown.

In contrast to the negligible approximate NNLO QCD
correction to AFB implied by soft-gluon resummation
[19, 20], we find that the exact NNLO QCD correction
to the inclusive AFB is, in fact, large. Specifically, in ta-
ble II we compare 11 the exact results for AFB and its
numerator (defined as the QCD part of the numerator in
eq (2)) through NNLO in QCD, with the NLO+NNLL

predictions of Ref. [20]. The ratio A(NNLO)
FB /A(NLO)

FB is
1.27 (1.13) for AFB defined through eq. (2) (eq. (3)). The
corresponding ratio for the numerator of the asymmetry
is 1.33, which is even larger than that for AFB. Clearly
the corrections to both quantities are significantly di↵er-
ent from those of approximate NNLO, which yield 0.99
for the AFB and 1.13 for the numerator ratio. 12

The large di↵erence between AFB predicted in ex-
act and approximate NNLO can be understood from its
PT,tt̄ dependence. We recall that soft gluon resumma-
tion applies to kinematical configurations that resemble
those at Born level, i.e. it should mainly contribute to
the small PT,tt̄ bins. As fig. 4 suggests, harder radia-
tion generates a significant portion of the NNLO correc-
tions. Studying the cumulative di↵erential asymmetry
AFB(PT,tt̄  P cut

T,tt̄) and the corresponding cumulative nu-

merator we observe that in the first bin P cut
T,tt̄  10GeV

(where soft gluon resummation should be most relevant)
the NLO and NNLO numerators are practically equal,
i.e. the 10% shift from NLO to NNLO in the first bin
in fig. 4 is exclusively due to the di↵erence between NLO
and NNLO denominators. With the inclusion of the next
bins, however, the NLO and NNLO cumulative numera-
tors start to di↵er quite rapidly. Indeed, about 50% of
their di↵erence is generated by the addition of the second
bin P cut

T,tt̄ = 20GeV.
Analysing the PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB, the CDF col-

laboration [2] noted that the discrepancy between data
and NLO QCD appears to be independent of PT,tt̄. It
is easy to see from fig. 4 that the di↵erence between

11 The settings in both papers are the same, except for a small
di↵erence of 0.2GeV in the value of mt which we neglect.

12 We refrain from directly comparing di↵erential asymmetries be-
cause in this work we define them through eq. (2) while the ones
in Ref. [20] are defined through eq. (3).
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The difference w/r to approximate NNLO 

•  It is better to look at the Cumulative differential asymmetry 
    (i.e. the inclusive asymmetry with a cut on PT,tt) 

•  Recall: the inclusive asymmetry is not an integral  
    over the differential one … 

•  Soft gluon resummation “operates” near PT,tt=0. The  
    Cumulative asymmetry will illustrate how AFB develops 
 
•  Cumulative PT,tt asymmetry: 
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FIG. 4: The PT,t¯t di↵erential asymmetry in pure QCD at
NLO (blue) and NNLO (orange). Error bands are from scale
variation only. For improved readability some bins are plotted
slightly narrower. The highest bins contain overflow events.

responding ratio for the numerator of the asymmetry is
1.34, which is even larger than that for AFB. Clearly the
corrections to both quantities are significantly di↵erent
from the ones in approximate NNLO. 5

The large di↵erence between AFB predicted in exact
and approximate NNLO can be understood from the
PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB. We recall that soft gluon re-
summation applies to kinematical configurations that re-
semble the Born one, i.e. it should mainly contribute to
the small PT,tt̄ bins.

As fig. 4 suggests, harder radiation generates a signif-
icant portion of the NNLO corrections. Looking at the
cumulative di↵erential asymmetry AFB(PT,tt̄  Pcut

T,tt̄)
and the corresponding cumulative numerator, not shown
here, we observe that in the first bin P cut

T,tt̄  10GeV

5

We refrain from directly comparing di↵erential asymmetries be-

cause in this work we define them through eq. (4) while the ones

in Ref. [20] are defined through eq. (5).

(where soft gluon resummation should be most relevant)
the NLO and NNLO numerators are practically equal,
i.e. the 10% shift from NLO to NNLO in the first bin
in fig. 4 is exclusively due to the di↵erence between
NLO and NNLO denominators. With the inclusion of
the next bins, however, the NLO and NNLO numera-
tors start to di↵er quite rapidly. We observe that about
50% of the di↵erence between the fully inclusive NLO
and NNLO numerators is generated by the second bin
10GeV  Pcut

T,tt̄  20GeV, while the remaining 50% of

the di↵erence comes from bins with P cut
T,tt̄ > 20GeV. Fur-

ther details will be given in a forthcoming publication.

Analysing the PT,tt̄ dependence of AFB, the CDF col-
laboration [2] noted that the discrepancy between data
and NLO QCD appears to be independent of PT,tt̄. It
is easy to see from fig. 4 that the di↵erence between
NNLO and NLO corrections to the PT,tt̄ asymmetry for
PT,tt̄ � 10GeV follow precisely this pattern and is, fur-
thermore, consistent with the analysis of Ref. [31].

The pdf uncertainties are generally small and have
not been included in the results of this paper. To es-
timate pdf uncertainties, we compute AFB in NLO QCD
with both NLO and NNLO pdf sets (MSTW2008 (68%
CL) [44]). In inclusive quantities like the inclusive AFB

and numerator in eq. (4), the pdf uncertainty is smaller
than the scale uncertainty by a factor between 2 and 4
and thus can be safely neglected. Similar pattern is ob-
served in the di↵erential asymmetry with the exception
of AFB(Mtt̄) in the two highest Mtt̄ bins. In these two
bins, we observe comparable in size pdf and scale uncer-
tainties, albeit both are rather asymmetric and point in
opposite directions. Therefore, realistic theory error es-
timate in the two largest Mtt̄ bins require the inclusion
of pdf uncertainty; the total uncertainty will then be ap-
proximately symmetric and equal in size to the larger
scale variation (the one facing down) depicted in fig. 3.

The Monte Carlo (MC) integration error in all our re-
sults is insignificant. Specifically, its relative contribution
to the inclusive asymmetry and cross-section is at the
permil and sub-permil levels, respectively. In di↵erential
distributions this error is at the few–permil level in each
bin. The relative MC error in the di↵erential asymme-
tries is typically below 1% in each bin, with the exception
of the largest Mtt̄ bin and the 60  PT,tt̄  70GeV bin
where it is about 1.5% (for central scales).

In summary, in this work we have computed the largest
missing SM correction to AFB from NNLO QCD. We
observe significant correction to the inclusive and di↵er-
ential asymmetry.

We thank Dante Amidei, Tom Ferbel, Amnon Harel,
Regina Demina and Jon Wilson for clarifications about
the experimental results. We also thank S. Dittmaier
for kindly providing us with his code for the evalu-
ation of the one-loop virtual corrections and Markus
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The difference w/r to approximate NNLO 
 
•  Cumulative PT,tt asymmetry: 

NNLO and NLO AFB NNLO/NLO AFB 

PT,tt bin 
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•  Equal NLO and NNLO numerators in the first bin (where soft resummation is most relevant) 
•  Thus, the NLO – NNLO difference in the first bin is only due to the denominator! 
•  They start to diverge fast afterwards  
•  The second bin contains already 50% of the NNLO-NLO difference in the numerator 

•  Clearly the difference between NLO and NNLO comes from hard emissions which 
    cannot be described by soft-gluon resummation 



Top quark mass 
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Why the top mass? 

ü  Knowing the top mass has important implications beyond immediate collider physics 

ü  Higgs inflation 
ü  Vacuum stability in SM and beyond 
ü … 

 
ü  How well do we know the top mass? 

Ø  mtop is not an observable; cannot be measured directly. 

Ø  It is extracted indirectly, through the sensitivity of observables to mtop 

 
ü  The implication: the “determined” value of mtop is as sensitive to theoretical modeling  
     as it is to the measurement itself 

 
ü  The measured mass is close to the pole mass (top decays …) 
 
ü  Lots of activity (past and ongoing). A big up-to-date review: 

Juste, Mantry, Mitov, Penin, Skands, Varnes, Vos, Wimpenny ‘13 
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The message I’d like to convey: the problem is not “academic” 

Example: look at the spread across current measurements 

Ø  Current World Average: mtop= 173.34±0.76 GeV 

Ø  New CMS (l+j): mtop= 172.04 ± 0.19 (stat.+JSF) ± 0.75 (syst.) GeV. 

arXiv:1403.4427 
 
 
TOP-14-001 

ü  Comparable uncertainties; rather different central values! 

Ø  This is possible in the context of my discussion: different theory systematics. 

To me, the problem of mtop extraction should turn from “more precise determination”  
to better understanding of the theory systematics and their size. 
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In order to properly understand and estimate the theory systematics  
we propose a particular observable 
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1. Introduction

2. The method

In this paper we study the determination of the top quark pole mass mt from di↵erential

distributions of dileptons in tt̄ events:

pp ! tt̄+X, with : t ! W + b+X and W ! `+ ⌫`. (2.1)

We consider the LHC at 8 TeV. Events are required to have two opposite charged leptons

(electron and/or muon) and two b-flavored jets, with b-jets defined through an anti-kT
algorithm [1] of size R = 0.5. The events are subject to a standard set of cuts:

|⌘`|  2.4 , |⌘b|  2.4 ,

pT,` � 20 GeV , pT,b � 30 GeV . (2.2)

If more than two b-jets are present then we take the two hardest ones. In this work we

consider only pure tt̄ signal and do not include any backgrounds. more about this in

conclusions

The definition of the observable possesses several important properties:

• It is inclusive of hadronic radiation, which makes it well-defined to all perturbative

orders in the strong coupling,

– 1 –
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In this paper we study the determination of the top quark pole mass mt from di↵erential

distributions of dileptons in tt̄ events:

pp ! tt̄+X, with : t ! W + b+X and W ! `+ ⌫`. (2.1)

We consider the LHC at 8 TeV. Events are required to have two opposite charged leptons
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Ø  Construct the distributions from leptons only 
 
Ø  Require b-jets [anti-kT, R=0.5] within the detector (i.e. integrate over the b’s) 

label kinematic distribution

1 pT (`+)

2 pT (`+`�)

3 M(`+`�)

4 E(`+) + E(`�)

5 pT (`+) + pT (`�)

Table 1: The set of kinematic distributions used in this paper and their labelling conventions.

The definition of the observable possesses several important properties:

• It is inclusive of hadronic radiation, which makes it well-defined to all perturbative

orders in the strong coupling,

• It does not require the reconstruction of the t and/or t̄ quarks (indeed we do not even

speak of t quark),

• Due to its inclusiveness, the observable is as little sensitive as possible to modelling

of hadronic radiation. This feature increases the reliability of the theoretical calcu-

lations.

The extraction of the top quark pole mass utilises the sensitivity of shapes of kinematic

distributions to the value of mt. The set of distributions considered in this paper are given

in table 1.

It is cumbersome to work directly with distributions. Instead, we utilise their first four

moments. The moments are defined in section 2.1 below. The idea of the method studied

in this paper is to predict the mt dependence of the moments and then extract the value

of mt by comparing the predicted and measured values of those moments. The procedure

is detailed in section 2.2 below.

The use of moments for the extraction of the top mass mt has been used previously in

the context of the so-called J/ method [2]. The most up-to-date theoretical treatment of

this method is in Ref. [3]. Let us also mention that other discrete parameters of kinematic

distributions, like medians and maxima, could also be utilized for top mass extraction. In

this paper we choose to work with moments because of the ease of their calculation and

also because higher moments can easily be studied, as we do in this paper.

2.1 Definition of moments

We denote by � and d� the total and fully-di↵erential tt̄ cross section respectively (possibly

within cuts), so that:

� =

Z

d� , (2.3)

where the integral in understood over all degrees of freedom. Given an observable O (i.e.

one of the distributions in table 1), its normalised moments are defined as follows:

µ
(i)
O =

1

�

Z

d�O i , (2.4)
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ü  The top mass is extracted from the shapes, not normalizations, 
    of the following distributions: 

ü  Working with distributions directly is cumbersome.  

ü  Instead, utilize the first 4 moments of each distribution 
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for any non-negative integer i. In this way, one has:

µ
(0)
O = 1 , µ

(1)
O = hOi , µ

(2)
O = hO2i = �2

O +
⇣

µ
(1)
O

⌘2
, (2.5)

and so forth. We would like to stress that in the calculation of moments we always compute

the total and di↵erential cross-sections (i.e. the denominator and numerator of Eq. (2.4))

subjected to the same set of cuts; see Eq. (2.2).

2.2 Extraction of the top mass and its uncertainties

The method for extracting mt from the ith moment of any one of the observables O given

in table 1 is given schematically in fig. 1. The x and y axes of fig. 1 are associated with

µD

µD−

µD+

m Cm E− m T− m T+ m E+

fC

fL

fU

Figure 1: Graphic representation of the method used in this paper to extract the top mass from
any moment of any given observable.

the top pole mass mt and the ith moment µ
(i)
O , respectively. The three lines fC , fU , and

fL represent the central, upper, and lower theoretical predictions for µ(i)
O (mt) respectively.

These functions are linear and we explain how they are computed in section 2.3.

Given the data 1

µD
+�+

µ

���
µ
, (2.6)

with

��
µ = µD � µD� , �+

µ = µD+ � µD , (2.7)

the extracted top mass will be (see fig. 1):

mt = mC
+�+

mT

���
mT

+�+
mE

���
mE

. (2.8)

1Despite the large number of tt̄ dilepton events accumulated so far at the LHC no measurement of these

moments is available at present.
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Note: both are subject to cuts (or no cuts); we tried both. 
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We define the central value and theoretical uncertainties associated with such an ex-

traction as follows:

��
mT = mC �mT� , �+

mT = mT+ �mC , (2.9)
1Despite the large number of tt̄ dilepton events accumulated so far at the LHC no measurement of these

moments is available at present.
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Ø  Here is how it all works: 
 
1)  Compute the dependence of the moments                 on the top mass 
2)  Measure the moment 
3)  Invert 1) and 2) to get the top mass (would be the pole mass, since this is what we use) 

Upper end of theory  
error band 

Central theory 

Lower end of theory  
error band 
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How to compute the theory error band for                ? 
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with

mC = f�1
C (µD) , mT� = f�1

U (µD) , mT+ = f�1
L (µD) . (2.10)

We recall that the functions fC,U,L are linear and therefore their inversion is trivial.

In keeping with fig. 1, we define the experimental errors as:

��
mE = mC �mE� , �+

mE = mE+ �mC , (2.11)

with

mE� = f�1
C (µD�) , mE+ = f�1

C (µD+) . (2.12)

It is easy to convince oneself that the much more conservative choice:

mE� = f�1
U (µD�) , mE+ = f�1

L (µD+) , (2.13)

is not correct, since it leads to non-zero uncertainties also in the case of null experimental

errors. In this paper, we shall not consider the experimental uncertainties any longer,

and be concerned only with the theoretical ones. We point out that the size of these

depend on two factors: the uncertainty on the theoretical predictions for µ
(i)
O , which is

fU (mt)� fC(mt) or fC(mt)� fL(mt), and the slope of fC(mt): the steeper the latter, the

smaller the errors on the extracted values of mt.

2.3 Deriving the functions fC,U,L(mt)

The linear functions fC,U,L(mt) are defined in the following way. First, we compute the

moment µ(i)
O (mt) eleven times, once for each value in the discrete set:

mt = (168, 169, . . . , 178) GeV . (2.14)

For each of the mt values in Eq. (2.14) we determine the central value for the moment

µ
(i)
O (mt) together with its upper and lower uncertainties. The latter are defined as the sum

in quadrature of the corresponding scale and PDF uncertainties. 2 On figure 2 we give

as an example the calculation of µ(1)
1 (mt) i.e. the first moment (i=1) of the distribution

pT,`+ (distribution 1 from table 1). Both calculations use the dynamic scale (2.16) and are

subject to the standard cuts (2.2) (left) or no cuts at all (right). We have computed them

with the help of the setup 4 given in table 2 below.

The scale variation [5] is based on an independent variation of the renormalisation and

factorisations scales, subject to the constraint

0.5  ⇠F , ⇠R  2 , (2.15)

where ⇠F,R = µF,R/µ̂ and µ̂ is a reference scale. The central choice is given by ⇠F = ⇠R = 1.

Eq. (2.15) is a conservative scale variation which estimates well the missing higher order

2For all calculations we have used the MSTW2008 [6] pdf sets at LO or NLO, as appropriate, depending

on the fixed order accuracy of our calculations; see table 2.
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the first moment of the distribution of pT,`+ with scale (2.16) subject
to cuts (2.2) (left) and no cuts (right). The three lines represent the best straight-line fits to the
centres or upper/lower ends of the theoretical error band at each one of the eleven points.

corrections in the total tt̄ cross-section through NNLO [7, 8]. We have utilised three

di↵erent functional forms for the factorisation and renormalisation scales:

µ̂(1) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 (t, t̄) , (2.16)

µ̂(2) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 final state , (2.17)

µ̂(3) = mt , (2.18)

with mT,i =
q

p2T,i +m2
i .

The calculation of the moment µ(i)
O (mt) for any one particular value of mt is performed

in a number of setups, which we list in table 2. We perform our calculations at LO and

NLO with and without parton shower. We use Herwig [9]. We account for, or not, spin

correlations in the top quark decay through MadSpin (MS) [10, 11]. All calculations are

performed in the aMC@NLO framework [12]. The set of calculations we perform is

label fixer order accuracy parton shower/fixed order spin correlations

1 LO PS -

2 LO PS MS

3 NLO PS -

4 NLO PS MS

5 NLO FO -

6 LO FO -

Table 2: The type of calculations performed in this paper and their labelling conventions.

Detailed discussion of our motivation for considering these setups, and the conclusions

we draw, are delegated to section 3.

Finally, the linear functions fC,U,L are derived as the best straight-line fits to the central

(respectively upper, lower) values of the eleven computed points. We find that over the
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Example: 
 - Single lepton PT 
 - Subject to cuts 

ü  Errors: pdf and scale variation; restricted independent variation 

ü  There are statistical fluctuation (from MC even generation) No issue for lower moments 
    1M events; 30% pass the cuts.  

with

mC = f�1
C (µD) , mT� = f�1

U (µD) , mT+ = f�1
L (µD) . (2.10)

We recall that the functions fC,U,L are linear and therefore their inversion is trivial.

In keeping with fig. 1, we define the experimental errors as:

��
mE = mC �mE� , �+

mE = mE+ �mC , (2.11)

with

mE� = f�1
C (µD�) , mE+ = f�1

C (µD+) . (2.12)

It is easy to convince oneself that the much more conservative choice:

mE� = f�1
U (µD�) , mE+ = f�1

L (µD+) , (2.13)

is not correct, since it leads to non-zero uncertainties also in the case of null experimental

errors. In this paper, we shall not consider the experimental uncertainties any longer,

and be concerned only with the theoretical ones. We point out that the size of these

depend on two factors: the uncertainty on the theoretical predictions for µ
(i)
O , which is

fU (mt)� fC(mt) or fC(mt)� fL(mt), and the slope of fC(mt): the steeper the latter, the

smaller the errors on the extracted values of mt.

2.3 Deriving the functions fC,U,L(mt)

The linear functions fC,U,L(mt) are defined in the following way. First, we compute the

moment µ(i)
O (mt) eleven times, once for each value in the discrete set:

mt = (168, 169, . . . , 178) GeV . (2.14)

For each of the mt values in Eq. (2.14) we determine the central value for the moment

µ
(i)
O (mt) together with its upper and lower uncertainties. The latter are defined as the sum

in quadrature of the corresponding scale and PDF uncertainties. 2 On figure 2 we give

as an example the calculation of µ(1)
1 (mt) i.e. the first moment (i=1) of the distribution

pT,`+ (distribution 1 from table 1). Both calculations use the dynamic scale (2.16) and are

subject to the standard cuts (2.2) (left) or no cuts at all (right). We have computed them

with the help of the setup 4 given in table 2 below.

The scale variation [5] is based on an independent variation of the renormalisation and

factorisations scales, subject to the constraint

0.5  ⇠F , ⇠R  2 , (2.15)

where ⇠F,R = µF,R/µ̂ and µ̂ is a reference scale. The central choice is given by ⇠F = ⇠R = 1.

Eq. (2.15) is a conservative scale variation which estimates well the missing higher order

2For all calculations we have used the MSTW2008 [6] pdf sets at LO or NLO, as appropriate, depending

on the fixed order accuracy of our calculations; see table 2.
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the first moment of the distribution of pT,`+ with scale (2.16) subject
to cuts (2.2) (left) and no cuts (right). The three lines represent the best straight-line fits to the
centres or upper/lower ends of the theoretical error band at each one of the eleven points.

corrections in the total tt̄ cross-section through NNLO [7, 8]. We have utilised three

di↵erent functional forms for the factorisation and renormalisation scales:

µ̂(1) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 (t, t̄) , (2.16)

µ̂(2) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 final state , (2.17)

µ̂(3) = mt , (2.18)

with mT,i =
q

p2T,i +m2
i .

The calculation of the moment µ(i)
O (mt) for any one particular value of mt is performed

in a number of setups, which we list in table 2. We perform our calculations at LO and

NLO with and without parton shower. We use Herwig [9]. We account for, or not, spin

correlations in the top quark decay through MadSpin (MS) [10, 11]. All calculations are

performed in the aMC@NLO framework [12]. The set of calculations we perform is

label fixer order accuracy parton shower/fixed order spin correlations

1 LO PS -

2 LO PS MS

3 NLO PS -

4 NLO PS MS

5 NLO FO -

6 LO FO -

Table 2: The type of calculations performed in this paper and their labelling conventions.

Detailed discussion of our motivation for considering these setups, and the conclusions

we draw, are delegated to section 3.

Finally, the linear functions fC,U,L are derived as the best straight-line fits to the central

(respectively upper, lower) values of the eleven computed points. We find that over the
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NO cuts 
WITH cuts 

Then get best straight line fit (works well in this range). 
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Theory systematics 

Ø  We access them by computing the observables in many different ways.  

Ø   For a fair (albeit biased) comparison across setups and moments we use     
     pseudodata (PD) generated by us 

Ø  Compare the systematics by comparing the top mass “extracted” by each setup from PD. 
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the first moment of the distribution of pT,`+ with scale (2.16) subject
to cuts (2.2) (left) and no cuts (right). The three lines represent the best straight-line fits to the
centres or upper/lower ends of the theoretical error band at each one of the eleven points.

corrections in the total tt̄ cross-section through NNLO [7, 8]. We have utilised three

di↵erent functional forms for the factorisation and renormalisation scales:

µ̂(1) =
1
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mT,i , i 2 (t, t̄) , (2.16)

µ̂(2) =
1
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X

i

mT,i , i 2 final state , (2.17)

µ̂(3) = mt , (2.18)

with mT,i =
q

p2T,i +m2
i .

The calculation of the moment µ(i)
O (mt) for any one particular value of mt is performed

in a number of setups, which we list in table 2. We perform our calculations at LO and

NLO with and without parton shower. We use Herwig [9]. We account for, or not, spin

correlations in the top quark decay through MadSpin (MS) [10, 11]. All calculations are

performed in the aMC@NLO framework [12]. The set of calculations we perform is

label fixer order accuracy parton shower/fixed order spin correlations

1 LO PS -

2 LO PS MS

3 NLO PS -

4 NLO PS MS

5 NLO FO -

6 LO FO -

Table 2: The type of calculations performed in this paper and their labelling conventions.

Detailed discussion of our motivation for considering these setups, and the conclusions

we draw, are delegated to section 3.

Finally, the linear functions fC,U,L are derived as the best straight-line fits to the central

(respectively upper, lower) values of the eleven computed points. We find that over the
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6 Setups: 
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correlations in the top quark decay through MadSpin (MS) [10, 11]. All calculations are

performed in the aMC@NLO framework [12]. The set of calculations we perform is

label fixer order accuracy parton shower/fixed order spin correlations
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Table 2: The type of calculations performed in this paper and their labelling conventions.

Detailed discussion of our motivation for considering these setups, and the conclusions

we draw, are delegated to section 3.

Finally, the linear functions fC,U,L are derived as the best straight-line fits to the central
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3 F,R Scales: 

All is computed with aMC@NLO (with Herwig) 
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Theory systematics: impact of shower effects 

observable; setup i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

all; LO+PS 187.90+0.6
�0.6[428.3] 187.71+0.60

�0.60[424.2] 187.83+0.58
�0.60[442.8]

all; LO+PS+MS 175.98+0.63
�0.69[16.9] 176.05+0.63

�0.68[17.8] 176.12+0.61
�0.68[18.9]

all; NLO+PS 175.43+0.74
�0.80[29.2] 176.20+0.73

�0.79[30.1] 175.67+0.73
�0.76[31.2]

all; NLOFO 174.41+0.72
�0.73[96.6] 174.82+0.71

�0.73[93.1] 175.44+0.70
�0.68[94.8]

all; LOFO 197.31+0.42
�0.35[2496.1] 197.19+0.42

�0.35[2505.6] 197.48+0.36
�0.35[3005.6]

1,4,5; LO+PS 173.68+1.08
�1.31[0.8] 173.68+1.08

�1.31[0.9] 173.75+1.08
�1.31[0.9]

1,4,5; LO+PS+MS 173.61+1.10
�1.34[1.0] 173.63+1.10

�1.34[1.0] 173.62+1.10
�1.34[1.0]

1,4,5; NLO+PS 174.40+0.75
�0.81[3.5] 174.43+0.75

�0.81[3.5] 174.60+0.75
�0.79[3.2]

1,4,5; NLOFO 174.73+0.72
�0.74[5.5] 174.72+0.71

�0.74[5.6] 175.18+0.64
�0.71[4.6]

1,4,5; LOFO 175.84+0.90
�1.05[1.2] 175.75+0.89

�1.05[1.2] 175.82+0.89
�1.04[1.2]

Table 6: Extracted value of mt for various setups and for two combination of observables: either all
observables or only observables 1,4 and 5, i.e. excluding the observables sensitive to spin-correlation
e↵ects. The numbers in square brackets is the value of ⇠2 per d.o.f. The mass extraction is based
on pseudo data with assumed value of the top mass mpd

t = 174.32 GeV.

obs. m
(3)
t �m

(5)
t m

(3)
t �mpd

t m
(1)
t �m

(6)
t m

(1)
t �mpd

t

1 �0.35+1.14
�1.16 +0.12 �2.17+1.50

�1.80 �0.67

2 �4.74+1.98
�3.10 +11.14 �9.09+0.76

�0.71 +14.19

3 +1.52+2.03
�1.80 �8.61 +3.79+3.30

�4.02 �6.43

4 +0.15+2.81
�2.91 �0.23 �1.79+3.08

�3.75 �1.47

5 �0.30+1.09
�1.21 +0.03 �2.13+1.51

�1.81 �0.67

Table 7: Estimate of the impact of shower e↵ect for each of the five observables.

obs. m
(4)
t �m

(2)
t m

(4)
t �mpd

t m
(3)
t �m

(1)
t m

(3)
t �mpd

t m
(5)
t �m

(6)
t m

(5)
t �mpd

t

1 +1.16+1.43
�1.60 +0.41 +0.79+1.43

�1.60 +0.12 �1.03+1.22
�1.43 +0.47

2 �2.79+1.27
�1.65 �1.18 �3.05+1.35

�1.64 +11.14 �7.41+1.64
�2.72 +15.87

3 �0.73+3.21
�3.45 +0.84 �2.18+3.03

�3.30 �8.61 +0.09+2.42
�2.91 �10.13

4 +1.74+3.27
�3.78 +0.16 +1.23+3.10

�3.61 �0.23 �0.70+2.79
�3.09 �0.38

5 +0.99+1.42
�1.72 +0.25 +0.70+1.40

�1.72 +0.03 �1.13+1.23
�1.33 +0.33

Table 8: Estimate of the impact of NLO e↵ect for each of the five observables.

A. Correlation matrices

C
(3)
pT (`+)

=

µ
(1)
1 µ

(2)
1 µ

(3)
1

0

B

@

1

C

A

1 0.91 0.65 µ
(1)
1

1 0.89 µ
(2)
1

1 µ
(3)
1

(A.1)
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the first moment of the distribution of pT,`+ with scale (2.16) subject
to cuts (2.2) (left) and no cuts (right). The three lines represent the best straight-line fits to the
centres or upper/lower ends of the theoretical error band at each one of the eleven points.

corrections in the total tt̄ cross-section through NNLO [7, 8]. We have utilised three

di↵erent functional forms for the factorisation and renormalisation scales:

µ̂(1) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 (t, t̄) , (2.16)

µ̂(2) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 final state , (2.17)

µ̂(3) = mt , (2.18)

with mT,i =
q

p2T,i +m2
i .

The calculation of the moment µ(i)
O (mt) for any one particular value of mt is performed

in a number of setups, which we list in table 2. We perform our calculations at LO and

NLO with and without parton shower. We use Herwig [9]. We account for, or not, spin

correlations in the top quark decay through MadSpin (MS) [10, 11]. All calculations are

performed in the aMC@NLO framework [12]. The set of calculations we perform is

label fixer order accuracy parton shower/fixed order spin correlations

1 LO PS -

2 LO PS MS

3 NLO PS -

4 NLO PS MS

5 NLO FO -

6 LO FO -

Table 2: The type of calculations performed in this paper and their labelling conventions.

Detailed discussion of our motivation for considering these setups, and the conclusions

we draw, are delegated to section 3.

Finally, the linear functions fC,U,L are derived as the best straight-line fits to the central

(respectively upper, lower) values of the eleven computed points. We find that over the
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Ø  Setups 2,3 are anomalous (More later). 
Ø  Clearly big impact of NLO corrections (shower matters more at LO). 

NLO LO 

NOTE: proper PS study would require Pythia etc. Not done here. 

label kinematic distribution

1 pT (`+)

2 pT (`+`�)

3 M(`+`�)

4 E(`+) + E(`�)

5 pT (`+) + pT (`�)

Table 1: The set of kinematic distributions used in this paper and their labelling conventions.

• It does not require the reconstruction of the t and/or t̄ quarks (indeed we do not even

speak of t quark),

• Due to its inclusiveness, the observable is as little sensitive as possible to modelling

of hadronic radiation. This feature increases the reliability of the theoretical calcu-

lations.

The extraction of the top quark pole mass utilises the sensitivity of shapes of kinematic

distributions to the value of mt. The set of distributions considered in this paper are given

in table 1.

It is cumbersome to work directly with distributions. Instead, we utilise their first four

moments. The moments are defined in section 2.1 below. The idea of the method studied

in this paper is to predict the mt dependence of the moments and then extract the value

of mt by comparing the predicted and measured values of those moments. The procedure

is detailed in section 2.2 below.

The use of moments for the extraction of the top mass mt has been used previously in

the context of the so-called J/ method [2]. The most up-to-date theoretical treatment of

this method is in Ref. [3]. Let us also mention that other discrete parameters of kinematic

distributions, like medians and maxima, could also be utilized for top mass extraction. In

this paper we choose to work with moments because of the ease of their calculation and

also because higher moments can easily be studied, as we do in this paper.

2.1 Definition of moments

We denote by � and d� the total and fully-di↵erential tt̄ cross section respectively (possibly

within cuts), so that:

� =

Z

d� , (2.3)

where the integral in understood over all degrees of freedom. Given an observable O (i.e.

one of the distributions in table 1), its normalised moments are defined as follows:

µ
(i)
O =

1

�

Z

d�O i , (2.4)

for any non-negative integer i. In this way, one has:

µ
(0)
O = 1 , µ

(1)
O = hOi , µ

(2)
O = hO2i = �2

O +
⇣

µ
(1)
O

⌘2
, (2.5)
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Theory systematics: impact of NLO vs LO effects 

Ø  Setups 2,3 are anomalous (More later). 
Ø  Clearly big impact of NLO corrections. 

observable; setup i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

all; LO+PS 187.90+0.6
�0.6[428.3] 187.71+0.60

�0.60[424.2] 187.83+0.58
�0.60[442.8]

all; LO+PS+MS 175.98+0.63
�0.69[16.9] 176.05+0.63

�0.68[17.8] 176.12+0.61
�0.68[18.9]

all; NLO+PS 175.43+0.74
�0.80[29.2] 176.20+0.73

�0.79[30.1] 175.67+0.73
�0.76[31.2]

all; NLOFO 174.41+0.72
�0.73[96.6] 174.82+0.71

�0.73[93.1] 175.44+0.70
�0.68[94.8]

all; LOFO 197.31+0.42
�0.35[2496.1] 197.19+0.42

�0.35[2505.6] 197.48+0.36
�0.35[3005.6]

1,4,5; LO+PS 173.68+1.08
�1.31[0.8] 173.68+1.08

�1.31[0.9] 173.75+1.08
�1.31[0.9]

1,4,5; LO+PS+MS 173.61+1.10
�1.34[1.0] 173.63+1.10

�1.34[1.0] 173.62+1.10
�1.34[1.0]

1,4,5; NLO+PS 174.40+0.75
�0.81[3.5] 174.43+0.75

�0.81[3.5] 174.60+0.75
�0.79[3.2]

1,4,5; NLOFO 174.73+0.72
�0.74[5.5] 174.72+0.71

�0.74[5.6] 175.18+0.64
�0.71[4.6]

1,4,5; LOFO 175.84+0.90
�1.05[1.2] 175.75+0.89

�1.05[1.2] 175.82+0.89
�1.04[1.2]

Table 6: Extracted value of mt for various setups and for two combination of observables: either all
observables or only observables 1,4 and 5, i.e. excluding the observables sensitive to spin-correlation
e↵ects. The numbers in square brackets is the value of ⇠2 per d.o.f. The mass extraction is based
on pseudo data with assumed value of the top mass mpd

t = 174.32 GeV.
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�1.81 �0.67

Table 7: Estimate of the impact of shower e↵ect for each of the five observables.
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�1.72 +0.03 �1.13+1.23
�1.33 +0.33

Table 8: Estimate of the impact of NLO e↵ect for each of the five observables.

A. Correlation matrices

C
(3)
pT (`+)

=

µ
(1)
1 µ

(2)
1 µ

(3)
1

0

B

@

1

C

A

1 0.91 0.65 µ
(1)
1

1 0.89 µ
(2)
1

1 µ
(3)
1

(A.1)
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PS+MS PS - 

label kinematic distribution

1 pT (`+)

2 pT (`+`�)

3 M(`+`�)

4 E(`+) + E(`�)

5 pT (`+) + pT (`�)

Table 1: The set of kinematic distributions used in this paper and their labelling conventions.

• It does not require the reconstruction of the t and/or t̄ quarks (indeed we do not even

speak of t quark),

• Due to its inclusiveness, the observable is as little sensitive as possible to modelling

of hadronic radiation. This feature increases the reliability of the theoretical calcu-

lations.

The extraction of the top quark pole mass utilises the sensitivity of shapes of kinematic

distributions to the value of mt. The set of distributions considered in this paper are given

in table 1.

It is cumbersome to work directly with distributions. Instead, we utilise their first four

moments. The moments are defined in section 2.1 below. The idea of the method studied

in this paper is to predict the mt dependence of the moments and then extract the value

of mt by comparing the predicted and measured values of those moments. The procedure

is detailed in section 2.2 below.

The use of moments for the extraction of the top mass mt has been used previously in

the context of the so-called J/ method [2]. The most up-to-date theoretical treatment of

this method is in Ref. [3]. Let us also mention that other discrete parameters of kinematic

distributions, like medians and maxima, could also be utilized for top mass extraction. In

this paper we choose to work with moments because of the ease of their calculation and

also because higher moments can easily be studied, as we do in this paper.

2.1 Definition of moments

We denote by � and d� the total and fully-di↵erential tt̄ cross section respectively (possibly

within cuts), so that:

� =

Z

d� , (2.3)

where the integral in understood over all degrees of freedom. Given an observable O (i.e.

one of the distributions in table 1), its normalised moments are defined as follows:

µ
(i)
O =

1

�

Z

d�O i , (2.4)

for any non-negative integer i. In this way, one has:

µ
(0)
O = 1 , µ

(1)
O = hOi , µ

(2)
O = hO2i = �2

O +
⇣

µ
(1)
O

⌘2
, (2.5)
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the first moment of the distribution of pT,`+ with scale (2.16) subject
to cuts (2.2) (left) and no cuts (right). The three lines represent the best straight-line fits to the
centres or upper/lower ends of the theoretical error band at each one of the eleven points.

corrections in the total tt̄ cross-section through NNLO [7, 8]. We have utilised three

di↵erent functional forms for the factorisation and renormalisation scales:

µ̂(1) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 (t, t̄) , (2.16)

µ̂(2) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 final state , (2.17)

µ̂(3) = mt , (2.18)

with mT,i =
q

p2T,i +m2
i .

The calculation of the moment µ(i)
O (mt) for any one particular value of mt is performed

in a number of setups, which we list in table 2. We perform our calculations at LO and

NLO with and without parton shower. We use Herwig [9]. We account for, or not, spin

correlations in the top quark decay through MadSpin (MS) [10, 11]. All calculations are

performed in the aMC@NLO framework [12]. The set of calculations we perform is

label fixer order accuracy parton shower/fixed order spin correlations

1 LO PS -

2 LO PS MS

3 NLO PS -

4 NLO PS MS

5 NLO FO -

6 LO FO -

Table 2: The type of calculations performed in this paper and their labelling conventions.

Detailed discussion of our motivation for considering these setups, and the conclusions

we draw, are delegated to section 3.

Finally, the linear functions fC,U,L are derived as the best straight-line fits to the central

(respectively upper, lower) values of the eleven computed points. We find that over the

– 5 –
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Theory systematics: impact of Spin-Correlations effects 

Ø  NOTE setups 2,3 Huge dependence on spin correlations  

Ø  NLO corrections make a difference. 

NLO+PS LO+PS 

obs. m
(4)
t �m

(3)
t m

(4)
t �mpd

t m
(2)
t �m

(1)
t m

(2)
t �mpd

t

1 +0.29+1.17
�1.14 +0.41 �0.08+1.66

�1.96 �0.75

2 �12.32+1.62
�2.13 �1.18 �12.58+0.90

�0.94 +1.60

3 +9.45+2.36
�2.16 +0.84 +8.00+3.74

�4.26 +1.57

4 +0.39+2.93
�3.16 +0.16 �0.11+3.42

�4.16 �1.58

5 +0.22+1.12
�1.28 +0.25 �0.06+1.65

�2.07 �0.73

Table 9: Estimate of the impact of spin-correlation e↵ect for each of the five observables.

C
(1)
all =

µ
(1)
1 µ

(1)
2 µ

(1)
3 µ

(1)
4 µ

(1)
5

0

B

B

B

B

B

B

@

1

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

1 0.39 0.58 0.53 0.76 µ
(1)
1

1 0.10 0.35 0.52 µ
(1)
2

1 0.68 0.75 µ
(1)
3

1 0.70 µ
(1)
4

1 µ
(1)
5

(A.2)

Equation (A.1): correlation matrix for the three lowest moments of pT (`+); eq. (A.2):

correlation matrix for the first moment of all five observables; eq. (A.3): correlation matrix

for the three lowest moments of all five observables. Although eq. (A.3) contains the

largest amount of information, most of it could be read from eqs. (A.1) and (A.2). In

fact, the correlations among the di↵erent moments of the same observable hardly depend

on the observable itself (see the simularities among the 3 ⇥ 3 blocks next to the diagonal

in eq. (A.3), blocks whose upper left corners correspond to the (µ(1)
i , µ

(1)
i ) entries for the

di↵erent i = 1, . . . 5). Furthermore, eq. (A.2) is the dominant source of correlations between

di↵erent observables, being relevant to their first moments. Therefore, the only information

unique to eq. (A.3) is that of the correlations between (µ(k)
i , µ

(l)
j ), with i 6= j and at least

one of k and l larger than one. So, although eq. (A.3) is more complete, if its format (or

space) is an issue it might be replaced by showing both eq. (A.1) and eq. (A.2).
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the first moment of the distribution of pT,`+ with scale (2.16) subject
to cuts (2.2) (left) and no cuts (right). The three lines represent the best straight-line fits to the
centres or upper/lower ends of the theoretical error band at each one of the eleven points.

corrections in the total tt̄ cross-section through NNLO [7, 8]. We have utilised three

di↵erent functional forms for the factorisation and renormalisation scales:

µ̂(1) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 (t, t̄) , (2.16)

µ̂(2) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 final state , (2.17)

µ̂(3) = mt , (2.18)

with mT,i =
q

p2T,i +m2
i .

The calculation of the moment µ(i)
O (mt) for any one particular value of mt is performed

in a number of setups, which we list in table 2. We perform our calculations at LO and

NLO with and without parton shower. We use Herwig [9]. We account for, or not, spin

correlations in the top quark decay through MadSpin (MS) [10, 11]. All calculations are

performed in the aMC@NLO framework [12]. The set of calculations we perform is

label fixer order accuracy parton shower/fixed order spin correlations

1 LO PS -

2 LO PS MS

3 NLO PS -

4 NLO PS MS

5 NLO FO -

6 LO FO -

Table 2: The type of calculations performed in this paper and their labelling conventions.

Detailed discussion of our motivation for considering these setups, and the conclusions

we draw, are delegated to section 3.

Finally, the linear functions fC,U,L are derived as the best straight-line fits to the central

(respectively upper, lower) values of the eleven computed points. We find that over the

– 5 –

label kinematic distribution

1 pT (`+)

2 pT (`+`�)

3 M(`+`�)

4 E(`+) + E(`�)

5 pT (`+) + pT (`�)

Table 1: The set of kinematic distributions used in this paper and their labelling conventions.

• It does not require the reconstruction of the t and/or t̄ quarks (indeed we do not even

speak of t quark),

• Due to its inclusiveness, the observable is as little sensitive as possible to modelling

of hadronic radiation. This feature increases the reliability of the theoretical calcu-

lations.

The extraction of the top quark pole mass utilises the sensitivity of shapes of kinematic

distributions to the value of mt. The set of distributions considered in this paper are given

in table 1.

It is cumbersome to work directly with distributions. Instead, we utilise their first four

moments. The moments are defined in section 2.1 below. The idea of the method studied

in this paper is to predict the mt dependence of the moments and then extract the value

of mt by comparing the predicted and measured values of those moments. The procedure

is detailed in section 2.2 below.

The use of moments for the extraction of the top mass mt has been used previously in

the context of the so-called J/ method [2]. The most up-to-date theoretical treatment of

this method is in Ref. [3]. Let us also mention that other discrete parameters of kinematic

distributions, like medians and maxima, could also be utilized for top mass extraction. In

this paper we choose to work with moments because of the ease of their calculation and

also because higher moments can easily be studied, as we do in this paper.

2.1 Definition of moments

We denote by � and d� the total and fully-di↵erential tt̄ cross section respectively (possibly

within cuts), so that:

� =

Z

d� , (2.3)

where the integral in understood over all degrees of freedom. Given an observable O (i.e.

one of the distributions in table 1), its normalised moments are defined as follows:

µ
(i)
O =

1

�

Z

d�O i , (2.4)

for any non-negative integer i. In this way, one has:

µ
(0)
O = 1 , µ

(1)
O = hOi , µ

(2)
O = hO2i = �2

O +
⇣

µ
(1)
O

⌘2
, (2.5)
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“Best” Theory Predictions (NLO+PS+MS): choice of scale and Moment 
scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3 i = 1� 2� 3� 4

1 174.48+0.73
�0.77[5.0] 174.55+0.72

�0.76[5.0] 174.56+0.71
�0.76[5.1] 174.06+0.67

�0.71[7.2]

2 174.73+0.77
�0.80[4.3] 174.74+0.76

�0.79[4.3] 174.91+0.75
�0.79[4.1] 175.51+0.73

�0.79[4.0]

3 172.54+1.03
�1.07[1.6] 172.46+0.99

�1.05[1.6] 172.22+0.95
�1.04[1.38] 171.90+0.92

�0.98[1.3]

1� 2� 3 174.16+0.81
�0.85 174.17+0.80

�0.84 174.17+0.78
�0.84 174.08+0.75

�0.80

Table 3: Top quark mass extracted from pseudodata (...): included are all five observables in table
1; calculated with NLO+PS+MS setup (4 in table 2) for each of the scales scales (2.16,2.17,2.18),
their combination, and for the various combination of moments. Given are the best extracted value
with theoretical uncertainty and, in parenthesis, the resulting value of �2 per d.o.f.

scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3 i = 1� 2� 3� 4

1 174.67+0.75
�0.77[3.0] 174.67+0.75

�0.77[3.0] 174.61+0.74
�0.77[3.17] 174.14+0.71

�0.73[5.2]

2 174.81+0.83
�0.80[6.2] 174.80+0.82

�0.80[6.2] 174.85+0.82
�0.80[6.1] 175.31+0.80

�0.80[5.5]

3 172.63+1.85
�1.16[0.2] 172.64+1.82

�1.15[0.2] 172.58+1.81
�1.15[0.2] 172.30+1.80

�1.07[0.2]

1� 2� 3 174.44+0.92
�0.87 174.44+0.92

�0.87 174.43+0.91
�0.86 174.32+0.88

�0.83

Table 4: As in table 3, except that only three observables (1,4,5 in table 1) are included.

scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

1 174.73+0.80
�0.79[0.2] 174.73+0.80

�0.79[0.2] 174.72+0.80
�0.79[0.2]

2 174.78+0.90
�0.90[0.6] 174.78+0.90

�0.90[0.6] 174.78+0.90
�0.90[0.6]

3 172.73+2.0
�1.2[0.5] 172.73+1.96

�1.19[0.5] 172.73+1.96
�1.19[0.5]

1� 2� 3 174.46+0.99
�0.92 174.46+0.99

�0.92 174.45+0.99
�0.92

Table 5: As in table 3, except that only one observable (1 in table 1) is included.

3. Detailed study of the theory systematics

- Statistical fluctuations

- study of shower e↵ects (Pythia vs Herwig)

- describe pseudodata

4. Results

5. Conclusions
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the first moment of the distribution of pT,`+ with scale (2.16) subject
to cuts (2.2) (left) and no cuts (right). The three lines represent the best straight-line fits to the
centres or upper/lower ends of the theoretical error band at each one of the eleven points.

corrections in the total tt̄ cross-section through NNLO [7, 8]. We have utilised three

di↵erent functional forms for the factorisation and renormalisation scales:

µ̂(1) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 (t, t̄) , (2.16)

µ̂(2) =
1

2

X

i

mT,i , i 2 final state , (2.17)

µ̂(3) = mt , (2.18)

with mT,i =
q

p2T,i +m2
i .

The calculation of the moment µ(i)
O (mt) for any one particular value of mt is performed

in a number of setups, which we list in table 2. We perform our calculations at LO and

NLO with and without parton shower. We use Herwig [9]. We account for, or not, spin

correlations in the top quark decay through MadSpin (MS) [10, 11]. All calculations are

performed in the aMC@NLO framework [12]. The set of calculations we perform is

label fixer order accuracy parton shower/fixed order spin correlations

1 LO PS -

2 LO PS MS

3 NLO PS -

4 NLO PS MS

5 NLO FO -

6 LO FO -

Table 2: The type of calculations performed in this paper and their labelling conventions.

Detailed discussion of our motivation for considering these setups, and the conclusions

we draw, are delegated to section 3.

Finally, the linear functions fC,U,L are derived as the best straight-line fits to the central

(respectively upper, lower) values of the eleven computed points. We find that over the

– 5 –

All 5 observables 
NLO+PS+MS 

Observables 1,4,5 
NLO+PS+MS 

Observable 1 
NLO+PS+MS 

observable; setup i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

all; LO+PS 187.90+0.6
�0.6[428.3] 187.71+0.60

�0.60[424.2] 187.83+0.58
�0.60[442.8]

all; LO+PS+MS 175.98+0.63
�0.69[16.9] 176.05+0.63

�0.68[17.8] 176.12+0.61
�0.68[18.9]

all; NLO+PS 175.43+0.74
�0.80[29.2] 176.20+0.73

�0.79[30.1] 175.67+0.73
�0.76[31.2]

all; NLOFO 174.41+0.72
�0.73[96.6] 174.82+0.71

�0.73[93.1] 175.44+0.70
�0.68[94.8]

all; LOFO 197.31+0.42
�0.35[2496.1] 197.19+0.42

�0.35[2505.6] 197.48+0.36
�0.35[3005.6]

1,4,5; LO+PS 173.68+1.08
�1.31[0.8] 173.68+1.08

�1.31[0.9] 173.75+1.08
�1.31[0.9]

1,4,5; LO+PS+MS 173.61+1.10
�1.34[1.0] 173.63+1.10

�1.34[1.0] 173.62+1.10
�1.34[1.0]

1,4,5; NLO+PS 174.40+0.75
�0.81[3.5] 174.43+0.75

�0.81[3.5] 174.60+0.75
�0.79[3.2]

1,4,5; NLOFO 174.73+0.72
�0.74[5.5] 174.72+0.71

�0.74[5.6] 175.18+0.64
�0.71[4.6]

1,4,5; LOFO 175.84+0.90
�1.05[1.2] 175.75+0.89

�1.05[1.2] 175.82+0.89
�1.04[1.2]

Table 6: Extracted value of mt for various setups and for two combination of observables: either all
observables or only observables 1,4 and 5, i.e. excluding the observables sensitive to spin-correlation
e↵ects. The numbers in square brackets is the value of ⇠2 per d.o.f. The mass extraction is based
on pseudo data with assumed value of the top mass mpd

t = 174.32 GeV.

obs. m
(3)
t �m

(5)
t m

(3)
t �mpd

t m
(1)
t �m

(6)
t m

(1)
t �mpd

t

1 �0.35+1.14
�1.16 +0.12 �2.17+1.50

�1.80 �0.67

2 �4.74+1.98
�3.10 +11.14 �9.09+0.76

�0.71 +14.19

3 +1.52+2.03
�1.80 �8.61 +3.79+3.30

�4.02 �6.43

4 +0.15+2.81
�2.91 �0.23 �1.79+3.08

�3.75 �1.47

5 �0.30+1.09
�1.21 +0.03 �2.13+1.51

�1.81 �0.67

Table 7: Estimate of the impact of shower e↵ect for each of the five observables.

obs. m
(4)
t �m

(2)
t m

(4)
t �mpd

t m
(3)
t �m

(1)
t m

(3)
t �mpd

t m
(5)
t �m

(6)
t m

(5)
t �mpd

t

1 +1.16+1.43
�1.60 +0.41 +0.79+1.43

�1.60 +0.12 �1.03+1.22
�1.43 +0.47

2 �2.79+1.27
�1.65 �1.18 �3.05+1.35

�1.64 +11.14 �7.41+1.64
�2.72 +15.87

3 �0.73+3.21
�3.45 +0.84 �2.18+3.03

�3.30 �8.61 +0.09+2.42
�2.91 �10.13

4 +1.74+3.27
�3.78 +0.16 +1.23+3.10

�3.61 �0.23 �0.70+2.79
�3.09 �0.38

5 +0.99+1.42
�1.72 +0.25 +0.70+1.40

�1.72 +0.03 �1.13+1.23
�1.33 +0.33

Table 8: Estimate of the impact of NLO e↵ect for each of the five observables.

A. Correlation matrices

C
(3)
pT (`+)

=

µ
(1)
1 µ

(2)
1 µ

(3)
1

0

B

@

1

C

A

1 0.91 0.65 µ
(1)
1

1 0.89 µ
(2)
1

1 µ
(3)
1

(A.1)
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scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

1 174.48+0.73
�0.77[5.0] 174.55+0.72

�0.76[5.0] 174.56+0.71
�0.76[5.1]

2 174.73+0.77
�0.80[4.3] 174.74+0.76

�0.79[4.3] 174.91+0.75
�0.79[4.1]

3 172.54+1.03
�1.07[1.6] 172.46+0.99

�1.05[1.6] 172.22+0.95
�1.04[1.4]

1� 2� 3 174.16+0.81
�0.85 174.17+0.80

�0.84 174.17+0.78
�0.84

Table 3: Top quark mass extracted from pseudodata (...): included are all five observables in table
1; calculated with NLO+PS+MS setup (4 in table 2) for each of the scales scales (2.16,2.17,2.18),
their combination, and for the various combination of moments. Given are the best extracted value
with theoretical uncertainty and, in parenthesis, the resulting value of �2 per d.o.f.

scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

1 174.67+0.75
�0.77[3.0] 174.67+0.75

�0.77[3.0] 174.61+0.74
�0.77[3.2]

2 174.81+0.83
�0.80[6.2] 174.80+0.82

�0.80[6.2] 174.85+0.82
�0.80[6.1]

3 172.63+1.85
�1.16[0.2] 172.64+1.82

�1.15[0.2] 172.58+1.81
�1.15[0.2]

1� 2� 3 174.44+0.92
�0.87 174.44+0.92

�0.87 174.43+0.91
�0.87

Table 4: As in table 3, except that only three observables (1,4,5 in table 1) are included.

scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

1 174.73+0.80
�0.79[0.2] 174.73+0.80

�0.79[0.2] 174.72+0.80
�0.79[0.2]

2 174.78+0.90
�0.90[0.6] 174.78+0.90

�0.90[0.6] 174.78+0.90
�0.90[0.6]

3 172.73+2.0
�1.2[0.5] 172.73+1.96

�1.19[0.5] 172.73+1.96
�1.19[0.5]

1� 2� 3 174.46+0.99
�0.92 174.46+0.99

�0.92 174.45+0.99
�0.92

Table 5: As in table 3, except that only one observable (1 in table 1) is included.

3. Detailed study of the theory systematics

- Statistical fluctuations

- study of shower e↵ects (Pythia vs Herwig)

- describe pseudodata

4. Results

5. Conclusions
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scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

1 174.48+0.73
�0.77[5.0] 174.55+0.72

�0.76[5.0] 174.56+0.71
�0.76[5.1]

2 174.73+0.77
�0.80[4.3] 174.74+0.76

�0.79[4.3] 174.91+0.75
�0.79[4.1]

3 172.54+1.03
�1.07[1.6] 172.46+0.99

�1.05[1.6] 172.22+0.95
�1.04[1.4]

1� 2� 3 174.16+0.81
�0.85 174.17+0.80

�0.84 174.17+0.78
�0.84

Table 3: Top quark mass extracted from pseudodata (...): included are all five observables in table
1; calculated with NLO+PS+MS setup (4 in table 2) for each of the scales scales (2.16,2.17,2.18),
their combination, and for the various combination of moments. Given are the best extracted value
with theoretical uncertainty and, in parenthesis, the resulting value of �2 per d.o.f.

scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

1 174.67+0.75
�0.77[3.0] 174.67+0.75

�0.77[3.0] 174.61+0.74
�0.77[3.2]

2 174.81+0.83
�0.80[6.2] 174.80+0.82

�0.80[6.2] 174.85+0.82
�0.80[6.1]

3 172.63+1.85
�1.16[0.2] 172.64+1.82

�1.15[0.2] 172.58+1.81
�1.15[0.2]

1� 2� 3 174.44+0.92
�0.87 174.44+0.92

�0.87 174.43+0.91
�0.87

Table 4: As in table 3, except that only three observables (1,4,5 in table 1) are included.

scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

1 174.73+0.80
�0.79[0.2] 174.73+0.80

�0.79[0.2] 174.72+0.80
�0.79[0.2]

2 174.78+0.90
�0.90[0.6] 174.78+0.90

�0.90[0.6] 174.78+0.90
�0.90[0.6]

3 172.73+2.0
�1.2[0.5] 172.73+1.96

�1.19[0.5] 172.73+1.96
�1.19[0.5]

1� 2� 3 174.46+0.99
�0.92 174.46+0.99

�0.92 174.45+0.99
�0.92

Table 5: As in table 3, except that only one observable (1 in table 1) is included.

3. Detailed study of the theory systematics

- Statistical fluctuations

- study of shower e↵ects (Pythia vs Herwig)

- describe pseudodata

4. Results

5. Conclusions
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[…] =  

label kinematic distribution

1 pT (`+)

2 pT (`+`�)

3 M(`+`�)

4 E(`+) + E(`�)

5 pT (`+) + pT (`�)

Table 1: The set of kinematic distributions used in this paper and their labelling conventions.

• It does not require the reconstruction of the t and/or t̄ quarks (indeed we do not even

speak of t quark),

• Due to its inclusiveness, the observable is as little sensitive as possible to modelling

of hadronic radiation. This feature increases the reliability of the theoretical calcu-

lations.

The extraction of the top quark pole mass utilises the sensitivity of shapes of kinematic

distributions to the value of mt. The set of distributions considered in this paper are given

in table 1.

It is cumbersome to work directly with distributions. Instead, we utilise their first four

moments. The moments are defined in section 2.1 below. The idea of the method studied

in this paper is to predict the mt dependence of the moments and then extract the value

of mt by comparing the predicted and measured values of those moments. The procedure

is detailed in section 2.2 below.

The use of moments for the extraction of the top mass mt has been used previously in

the context of the so-called J/ method [2]. The most up-to-date theoretical treatment of

this method is in Ref. [3]. Let us also mention that other discrete parameters of kinematic

distributions, like medians and maxima, could also be utilized for top mass extraction. In

this paper we choose to work with moments because of the ease of their calculation and

also because higher moments can easily be studied, as we do in this paper.

2.1 Definition of moments

We denote by � and d� the total and fully-di↵erential tt̄ cross section respectively (possibly

within cuts), so that:

� =

Z

d� , (2.3)

where the integral in understood over all degrees of freedom. Given an observable O (i.e.

one of the distributions in table 1), its normalised moments are defined as follows:

µ
(i)
O =

1

�

Z

d�O i , (2.4)

for any non-negative integer i. In this way, one has:

µ
(0)
O = 1 , µ

(1)
O = hOi , µ

(2)
O = hO2i = �2

O +
⇣

µ
(1)
O

⌘2
, (2.5)
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Theory systematics: Predictions 

observable; setup i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

all; LO+PS 187.90+0.6
�0.6[428.3] 187.71+0.60

�0.60[424.2] 187.83+0.58
�0.60[442.8]

all; LO+PS+MS 175.98+0.63
�0.69[16.9] 176.05+0.63

�0.68[17.8] 176.12+0.61
�0.68[18.9]

all; NLO+PS 175.43+0.74
�0.80[29.2] 176.20+0.73

�0.79[30.1] 175.67+0.73
�0.76[31.2]

all; NLOFO 174.41+0.72
�0.73[96.6] 174.82+0.71

�0.73[93.1] 175.44+0.70
�0.68[94.8]

all; LOFO 197.31+0.42
�0.35[2496.1] 197.19+0.42

�0.35[2505.6] 197.48+0.36
�0.35[3005.6]

1,4,5; LO+PS 173.68+1.08
�1.31[0.8] 173.68+1.08

�1.31[0.9] 173.75+1.08
�1.31[0.9]

1,4,5; LO+PS+MS 173.61+1.10
�1.34[1.0] 173.63+1.10

�1.34[1.0] 173.62+1.10
�1.34[1.0]

1,4,5; NLO+PS 174.40+0.75
�0.81[3.5] 174.43+0.75

�0.81[3.5] 174.60+0.75
�0.79[3.2]

1,4,5; NLOFO 174.73+0.72
�0.74[5.5] 174.72+0.71

�0.74[5.6] 175.18+0.64
�0.71[4.6]

1,4,5; LOFO 175.84+0.90
�1.05[1.2] 175.75+0.89

�1.05[1.2] 175.82+0.89
�1.04[1.2]

Table 6: Extracted value of mt for various setups and for two combination of observables: either all
observables or only observables 1,4 and 5, i.e. excluding the observables sensitive to spin-correlation
e↵ects. The numbers in square brackets is the value of ⇠2 per d.o.f. The mass extraction is based
on pseudo data with assumed value of the top mass mpd

t = 174.32 GeV.

obs. m
(3)
t �m

(5)
t m

(3)
t �mpd

t m
(1)
t �m

(6)
t m

(1)
t �mpd

t

1 �0.35+1.14
�1.16 +0.12 �2.17+1.50

�1.80 �0.67

2 �4.74+1.98
�3.10 +11.14 �9.09+0.76

�0.71 +14.19

3 +1.52+2.03
�1.80 �8.61 +3.79+3.30

�4.02 �6.43

4 +0.15+2.81
�2.91 �0.23 �1.79+3.08

�3.75 �1.47

5 �0.30+1.09
�1.21 +0.03 �2.13+1.51

�1.81 �0.67

Table 7: Estimate of the impact of shower e↵ect for each of the five observables.

obs. m
(4)
t �m

(2)
t m

(4)
t �mpd

t m
(3)
t �m

(1)
t m

(3)
t �mpd

t m
(5)
t �m

(6)
t m

(5)
t �mpd

t

1 +1.16+1.43
�1.60 +0.41 +0.79+1.43

�1.60 +0.12 �1.03+1.22
�1.43 +0.47

2 �2.79+1.27
�1.65 �1.18 �3.05+1.35

�1.64 +11.14 �7.41+1.64
�2.72 +15.87

3 �0.73+3.21
�3.45 +0.84 �2.18+3.03

�3.30 �8.61 +0.09+2.42
�2.91 �10.13

4 +1.74+3.27
�3.78 +0.16 +1.23+3.10

�3.61 �0.23 �0.70+2.79
�3.09 �0.38

5 +0.99+1.42
�1.72 +0.25 +0.70+1.40

�1.72 +0.03 �1.13+1.23
�1.33 +0.33

Table 8: Estimate of the impact of NLO e↵ect for each of the five observables.

A. Correlation matrices

C
(3)
pT (`+)

=

µ
(1)
1 µ

(2)
1 µ

(3)
1

0

B

@

1

C

A

1 0.91 0.65 µ
(1)
1

1 0.89 µ
(2)
1

1 µ
(3)
1

(A.1)
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[…] =  

scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

1 174.48+0.73
�0.77[5.0] 174.55+0.72

�0.76[5.0] 174.56+0.71
�0.76[5.1]

2 174.73+0.77
�0.80[4.3] 174.74+0.76

�0.79[4.3] 174.91+0.75
�0.79[4.1]

3 172.54+1.03
�1.07[1.6] 172.46+0.99

�1.05[1.6] 172.22+0.95
�1.04[1.4]

1� 2� 3 174.16+0.81
�0.85 174.17+0.80

�0.84 174.17+0.78
�0.84

Table 3: Top quark mass extracted from pseudodata (...): included are all five observables in table
1; calculated with NLO+PS+MS setup (4 in table 2) for each of the scales scales (2.16,2.17,2.18),
their combination, and for the various combination of moments. Given are the best extracted value
with theoretical uncertainty and, in parenthesis, the resulting value of �2 per d.o.f.

scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

1 174.67+0.75
�0.77[3.0] 174.67+0.75

�0.77[3.0] 174.61+0.74
�0.77[3.2]

2 174.81+0.83
�0.80[6.2] 174.80+0.82

�0.80[6.2] 174.85+0.82
�0.80[6.1]

3 172.63+1.85
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�1.15[0.2]

1� 2� 3 174.44+0.92
�0.87 174.44+0.92

�0.87 174.43+0.91
�0.87

Table 4: As in table 3, except that only three observables (1,4,5 in table 1) are included.

scale i = 1 i = 1� 2 i = 1� 2� 3

1 174.73+0.80
�0.79[0.2] 174.73+0.80

�0.79[0.2] 174.72+0.80
�0.79[0.2]

2 174.78+0.90
�0.90[0.6] 174.78+0.90

�0.90[0.6] 174.78+0.90
�0.90[0.6]

3 172.73+2.0
�1.2[0.5] 172.73+1.96

�1.19[0.5] 172.73+1.96
�1.19[0.5]

1� 2� 3 174.46+0.99
�0.92 174.46+0.99

�0.92 174.45+0.99
�0.92

Table 5: As in table 3, except that only one observable (1 in table 1) is included.

3. Detailed study of the theory systematics

- Statistical fluctuations

- study of shower e↵ects (Pythia vs Herwig)

- describe pseudodata

4. Results

5. Conclusions
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label kinematic distribution

1 pT (`+)

2 pT (`+`�)

3 M(`+`�)

4 E(`+) + E(`�)

5 pT (`+) + pT (`�)

Table 1: The set of kinematic distributions used in this paper and their labelling conventions.

• It does not require the reconstruction of the t and/or t̄ quarks (indeed we do not even

speak of t quark),

• Due to its inclusiveness, the observable is as little sensitive as possible to modelling

of hadronic radiation. This feature increases the reliability of the theoretical calcu-

lations.

The extraction of the top quark pole mass utilises the sensitivity of shapes of kinematic

distributions to the value of mt. The set of distributions considered in this paper are given

in table 1.

It is cumbersome to work directly with distributions. Instead, we utilise their first four

moments. The moments are defined in section 2.1 below. The idea of the method studied

in this paper is to predict the mt dependence of the moments and then extract the value

of mt by comparing the predicted and measured values of those moments. The procedure

is detailed in section 2.2 below.

The use of moments for the extraction of the top mass mt has been used previously in

the context of the so-called J/ method [2]. The most up-to-date theoretical treatment of

this method is in Ref. [3]. Let us also mention that other discrete parameters of kinematic

distributions, like medians and maxima, could also be utilized for top mass extraction. In

this paper we choose to work with moments because of the ease of their calculation and

also because higher moments can easily be studied, as we do in this paper.

2.1 Definition of moments

We denote by � and d� the total and fully-di↵erential tt̄ cross section respectively (possibly

within cuts), so that:

� =

Z

d� , (2.3)

where the integral in understood over all degrees of freedom. Given an observable O (i.e.

one of the distributions in table 1), its normalised moments are defined as follows:

µ
(i)
O =

1

�

Z

d�O i , (2.4)

for any non-negative integer i. In this way, one has:

µ
(0)
O = 1 , µ

(1)
O = hOi , µ

(2)
O = hO2i = �2

O +
⇣

µ
(1)
O

⌘2
, (2.5)
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Conclusions on top mass 

ü  New developments have resurrected the interest in knowing mtop precisely 

ü  Vacuum Stability in SM 
ü  Higgs Inflation 

ü  There are many dedicated hadron collider measurements.  
    They return consistent values around mtop = 173 GeV  
    and uncertainty (mostly on the measurement!) of below 1 GeV. 
 
ü  Questions remain: can there be a significant additional theoretical systematics O(1 GeV) ? 

ü  This is not an abstract problem: mtop is not an observable and so is a theoretically defined  
    concept. 
 
ü  Proposed an approach, with emphasis on control over theory systematics.  

Ø  NLO vs LO: O(1 GeV); 
Ø  Shower effects much smaller at NLO than at LO. 
Ø  Spin correlations crucial, but depend on the observable.  
Ø  Awaiting the measurement: O(100k) events exist! 
Ø  Adding higher moments is not a game changer 
Ø  Unlikely to be able to use the data to tell which scale choice is ‘right’. 
Ø  Future improvements, notably NNLO, will likely also play an important role. 
Ø  In some cases the differences are so big that the measurements will easily tell us 
    which way of computing things is right and which is not! 
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Expectations for future developments in ttbar production 
& 

list of current bottlenecks 
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ü  So far discussed past and current status. What about the future prospects? 

Ø  Fully differential partonic MC for top pair production in NNLO QCD 

Ø  Fully differential NNLO partonic MC with top decay in NWA. Top decay already known 
through NNLO: 

 
Ø  The next big milestone is to shower NNLO top production. 

•  Initially by using existing LL showers 
•  Will add a momentum in the direction of extending showers to NLL and beyond 
•  NNLO+PS is still a fairly new subject with first results for processes with simpler 

analytical structure (like H, Z).  

 
 
•  Extending showers to top production will require a general solution. Some activity: 

Gao, Li, Zhu ‘12 
Brucherseifer, Caola, Melnikov ‘13 

ü  What about current bottlenecks? 

Ø  NLO ttbar calculations are now extremely advanced. 
Ø  At NNLO the clear bottleneck is the fast evaluation of one-loop amplitudes for RV 

corrections to inclusive ttbar. 
Ø  Going farther into the future, if we want to have ttbar+jet etc also at NNLO we will need 

to develop ways of computing the required 2-loop amplitudes. This is a totally open 
problem at present. 

Hamilton, Nason, Re, Zanderighi ’13 
Hoeche, Li, Prestel ’14 
Karlberg, Re, Zanderighi ‘14 

Alioli, Bauer, Berggren, Tackmann, Walsh, Zuberi ‘13 



New results 

Ø  New results for NNLO QCD corrections to AFB 

Ø  Large corrections found. (NNLO ~ 27% NLO) 

Ø  QCD + EW corrections bring AFB ~ 10%, in agreement with D0 and near-agreement with CDF 

Ø  Full differential results for Tevatron/LHC expected soon (finalizing paper). 
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Summary and Conclusions 

Ø  Top physics is in precision phase 

Ø  Total x-section for tT production now known in full NNLO 

Ø  Fully differential top production to appear soon. This will become standard for LHC run 2. 
 
Ø  Important phenomenology 

Ø  Constrain and improve PDF’s 

Ø  Searches for new physics 

Ø  Very high-precision test of SM (given exp is already at 5% !). Good agreement. 


